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VOL. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

18.

There wa«

A Wtokljr Newapaper

A heavy rain storm

LOCAL ITEMS.

he HoDand City Sews

a

day.

(published

•very Saturday.

A

day

_

new dude
___

in

lewn

yester-

The

last

The

street sprinkler put

in an appear- dress this

office,

Rev. B. Suits,
H. Koeniqsburg desires to

CommissionMerchant, and

on Eighth

sell

ttan

PUTTEN,

Medi-

Wrn., Dealer in Drugs,

new skating rink

1

Medi-

at the

park

Chnrch

hU

money

$12 in

last

willjbe

the

form*

BROUWER A

EYER,

cmMDinl

Wednesday.

r -

•«

Ifl

kinds of Fnrnltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.; Rirer 8t.

piece ofhis

and with for- j schools, and the school in District Mo. 1,
complsinlngto no one, but bearing J Township of Holland. Carriagoacon*

ly, he bore all with patience

Monday a

Minnesota.

burden alone with

his

quiet resignation^taining the orator and chaplain,mayor

He retained consciousness to the last, coh- and common council, city press and priversing with his youngest.son but a short vale cltizenifollowed and brought up

its flight. The the rear of the long proceailon. The
on
Tuesday af* march to the cemetery was completed In
Church next Friday evening and hdkr Dr.
ternoon
in
the
Third
Chtfrch,
Rev. Cool* about thirty minutea and during this time
Joy ’a lecture on “Moses the Hebrew Law
baugh,
of
Grace
Epiicipal
Church,
of a storm threatened to disturb the cere*
Giver."
which Mr. Roost was a njember, and Rev. monies,. But nothing daunted the exer*
Married :-By Rev, T. T. .George,on j yan
Meulen, of the Reformed cises were commenced and carried out ac*
Wednesday, June 3, 1885, Edward J. Kel- J church of Muskegon, (officiated.The cording to the program published in our
logg, of Jamestown, Mich., to Miss ^nmJ ,,^1! wag filled with relatives and friends last issue. The address by Milo D.
B. Kline, of Milford,
| of the deceased, ^be $all bearers were | Campbell was a very floe production and

forget to

go to the Methodist

time before his spirit took

I

thumb.

Ind.

y

The frame of the addition to the Park
hotel at Macatawa park has been raised.

Onirtl Bitliri.

Michigan, bearing

^

aaw'Mast Saturday morning, and

CO., Dealers In

handsome young ltdies as

lere are in the state of

funeral services were heldl

planing mill,

faralturs.

le fifty of as

Ad- who; knowing that he had been ailing for
some time, did not suppose that death

Mich.

expected that on next

Is

will leave for a trip to

Hknry Kamperman, of the Phoeni
"monkeyed with

Iness.

for

large party of residents trom this locality

our rural

of

694.

would so soon overtake him. Although
Stone Kldge. N. Y., Mr. Roost had suffered from ill health for [dieri.”Following came fully six bun*
call to the Reformed the past year, and at timei sufferediitense-[ dred school children from our pubilo

of Constantine,

Don’t

A pickpocket relieved one

ci,i”“0'

and

hotel

NO.

Early lait Sunday morning, May 81st\ acribed with, "A. C. Van Raalte, our
was announced from house to housed Chaplain.” After the veterans came one
that ex*8enatorJohn Roeat, one of Hol-1 hundred boys ranging in age from eight
land’s most honored and respected cltizeni,!to twelve years carrying a banner "To
had departedthis life. His death at this Our Fallen Heroes.” The decorating
time was a sunrise to msny in this locality, Icommitlee came next and consistedof

titnde,

The M&catawa Grove

WHOLE

of

or rent has received a

street. Bee

It
Bran ui Mtdieitsi.

1885.

lowers and garlands for the "sleeping sol*

ance this week and rendered good service.

dealer in Gnln, Flour and Prodace. Hleheit bis property
market price paid for wbeat. Office In Brick
special notice.
•tore, corner Eighth and Flab streets.

an-

week came off last evening.

Wanted:— Small house or rooms

Csaaliilos KireUct.

kOEBBURQ.J.o. Dealer in Drags and

we

excursion to the park that

light housekeepingfor small family.

gitectotij.

6,

it

this

localitylast Tuesday night.

B

prevailed on Thurs-

last.

nounced

shower passed

violent thunder

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

Thk

executive committee of the South

M0?0™

=•

J- H.nlogtou, Ut

the reque.t of

m.ny

of

our reader. *.

Oitaw« and West Alleean Aericultural So- r1, V‘n Landegendij . Schaddelee, E. publish It. The Binging waa under the
XT’AN PUTTEN, G. A Sons. GeneralDealer* in I It is expected that the addition will be
I Vaa der Veeu and
H. Beach. The direction of Mr. D. Gilmore, whose repDry Gooda, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and comnlated about Julv
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street. | comPleleu aoout jurist.
y
ni Mayor and Common So incil and city offl- utatlon waa fully sustained. The most

-

It

Eotslt,

/“UTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.

PES

\j

The only

first-class

state. Free bus

is

. . ,

hotel in the city, is lo- sawdust city to

connection with the

fhl I

We

„

reported that a

Muskegon steamer

makesemi-weekly excursions from the

to

is

hope the rumor

.

_

,

Macatawa Park
i.

true.

, " *** ~ ,
If notice had been received

hotel.

,

,

V

1
ImltelmeZelv ^

V

dZlded

the fuel
remains were followed^

,1

body.

in a

o their lait

The

pleasing part of the exerclae. waa the dee

resting orating of the graves. The

ladies,

dressed

,

The

this season.

prices at the

menls will be

.

,

15

Heywood entertain-place

cenU.

Children

10

by a long lino

of

cents, zens on foot. During

t

jarrlagea and cltl* in white and black alternately,placed the
io funeral

services wreaths and garlands reverently upon the

reserved seats 25 cents at Breyman’s, two the following message of condolence

to graves, and the spirit which Lincoln caradvance. The record of this com- the bereaved family was received from ried and outpoured in his short speech at
CJ”wRJd rV ltporX> 01 Hon- Jobn 140081 hy the 8late 8onato » panylsthattheir entertainmentsalways the State
Gettysburghovered over and about the
good facilities for the traveling public, and its few hours sooner the Lieutenant Governor
table Is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo- .
...
,
give excellent
“I am instructed by le Senate to extend solemn but beautiful occasion. Memorial
datlon of
and a Committee of the Senate would have
sympathy for the loss (you and the State Day ^ t,eCome one of the most revered
Un„ul „„
I bofaUiaie to attend the funeral.
The wagon manufacturer,J . Flieman, sustains in the death M «*^or John Qf our national holidaygj and
hasjust received a large stock of all kinds
L^ M.MUler i&cr
I ^ on lh0 impreMloD8made on the
ttaverkate. G. J., Livery and Boardingw Last Tuesday morning a fire broke out
in

-

„

guests.
aut,,,.

_

days in

„

.

death

,

---

_

CetHTeS

“wtrt

iv

I

Market.

J

Mifiufactoriii, Villi, Shops,

for

him

Ite.

Proprietors
Plugger Mills. Manufacture
anufactnrers of now Process Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.
of

fTAN RAALTE, B., dealearin

v

Farm

business in this line,

Ana/

T>AUELS, VAN FUTTBN & CO

JL

Ind atonTsinn

The mauagors

'DEBT,

c^l^Thl™

iTIo^ew

of the Star

^

skating rink

desire us to announce that there will be

skating hereafter at the rink only on
Physicianand Snrgeon. Res-

B..,

idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8t.
Office at the drugstore of Kremeit A Bangs.. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m

the fallen soldier on occasion. like tboae

Belknap.

FhyileUfti'

JV

those desiring a b°rs

patriotic spiriU

a call.

e^d other

that will lead to the arrest of the burglarsJ an gUegts
R. B., Physicianand Snrgeon. can be
found in his office In First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.

and

t

A. Buttars, Cbaa. Austin, M. Shoemaker, milo b. Campbell’s address.
Yesterday morning Mr. B. Wynhoff T"
on arrising,found that some person had 1 \yE are informed that the Park Assocl- 1 C. J. Monroe, J. Manwaring, John Huston, I Mr. PnrtiUnt, cuiunSoldUrt^andFellmoCUlteni:
gained an entrance to his home and car- Lion are to build additional bath houses J. W.
There it »n old legend which telli of • Welch

Imple*

roeots and machinery. Cor. River and
Ninth Streets.

IT REM ER8,

by
of

^

W

which he will dispose of cheap Tl118 message was accompaoi
cash. Mr. Fllemau does an extensive rol, owing: "W*'

of buggies

unoccuPled bou9e <"> lbo bi» in tbo
eastern part of the city. The building bein aD

I

. H„ Livery and Sale stable:!longed to J. Riemersma and was a total
Ninth Street, near
inonron/.*,“Pirn
orroin
Nojnsurance.^
“Fire hnrTQ"
bogs” again.

vr IBBELIN K,

-

Senate:

-satisfaction.

,

Roost.

Kl°ed

botgi-

of the

,

Tuesday and Friday afternoonsand eve-

surf of

Wh0

"eL^.rtlTJhat from^n^mtnrr^m^S'w.

desire

can bathe

Lake Michigan. This

in the

|

Cook,

of

|

BIOGRAPHICAL.

is a good

John Roost was born

step in the right direction.

In

So*"!.

1

*1

,k*
rude country Britton srrlYcd st the palace ho was

Muskegon, and others.

conducted through long lines of royal personages
and was there bidden to await his turn. Before

I

Harderwijk, in

him, as he entered, there went s group of French

the Province of Gelder..od Netherl.ode,

The Chicago and West Mich. R’y in- on October 9, 1823. His father was ft I f0re a few moments, the old Britton listened,
tend, so we understand, to run a regular shoemaker and was fairly well to-do, send- amltten and humbled, and then, glancing about

nings and Saturday forenoon and evening. morning train out of Grand Rapids at 9:15
ing his son
Saturday foreneou being especially for every Sunday morning. This will give

Jan to school until he was

.

twelve year. old.

VATE8,

He

him

at

the splendors by which be was anrronnded,

. K“00H
, ,

early f0med

0. E.. Physician and Snrgeon. Office school children.
which had been hla companion so long, he
us eastern mail and the morning papers on
at residence on the corner of River and
a taste for reading. This early
np hi# rudely strung lyre and torned to
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
constant reading go Awty, Come, said he, laying his hands npon
Prof. Alba Heywood, the character Sunday. The Toledo accommodation, it
Ledeboer.
impersonator, generallyremains two or is also reported, will run to Grand Rapids were the only factors in hia education, the harp, there are cottages where we msy still bo
Witchn ltd Jmlry.
•very Sunday afternoon from this place He learned Ihe trade of a wheelwright welcome,but little haye we to offer to princes and
three nights in each town he visits and as
TJ REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
and possibly to Muskegon on. the usual
which he followed until h. c.me to
I .,..db.for.7oa
X> dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market a rule the size of his audience increases
and Eighth streets.
each evening. Every student and ad time.
country in 1847. For six years he folin the presence of those who might better

X

ing and his

U.1.
1

TX7TKRUY8EN.
V

H., dealer In Watches, Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

V

dar streets.

mirerof elocution and character impersonation ahonld see him next Tuesday and

Wednesday evenings.

x. o. of o. r.

evening of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordiallyinvited.
A. J. Clark, N. G.
W. Zeeu, R. S.

F.

*

The
of

Grand Rapids Herald

is

the name

lowed

Lloyd Brezee’s new paper. Mr. Brezee

has

very quiet and without any disturbance.

country at

Grand

Rapids and Grandville. At the

moved the material of the late Detroit
Times
to Grand Rapids and has com
Cole’s shows have come and gone.
menced
the publication of the Herald, a
There was a large crowd in the city and
weekly
paper
which promises to become
the show was fairly well attended. A few
drunken men were gathered in by Marshal very popular in the state. The columni
Vaupell and his assistants, and were of the first issue, which reached us last
caused to contribute to the public funds Saturday,were full of good matter. SoThursday morning. But for these drunk- cial, local and general news waa written
eu men the day would have passed off up in an attractive style which cannot

A. X.

his trade in this

pl.ee

he h.d .

hop.

wagon

entertainyou. and especially in the pretence of
latter yo«, whose liyea bays once been upon the altar of

bUeh.mHh

I

came to Holland ana
same business. In May,

In 18->4 he

engaged

In the

a

O. Bbetmax,

W. M.

patfeetg.
Proluct, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
(OorrecUdaery Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, 00c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Batter, 12, 18c;
ggs, He; Money, 12c; Onions, BOc; Poutoes,

a?

r

.

nently identifiedin opening

our

harbor.

He labored Incessantly and successfully io

help but take with ail readers.

purpose. He

Mr. Hobert A. Davis, the flute with Prof. Alba Heywood as character elected in 1859 and '60. Mr. Rooet started
mpersonator.The entertainmentswill He Grormoet in 1860 and supportedaod
soloist, promises us a perfect cyclone of
consist
in part of piano, violin,flute aod urged the nomination and election of L^o
flute variations accompanied by Mr. Trank
plccalo
aoloi, dueta, etc. We have rec- coin as President He was elected
Ulrich, piano soloist. Flute and piano
duetts will be a feature in music never be- ommendationsfrom reliable sources •s county treasurer in 1861. He was apwhich indicate that Prof. Heywood will pointed postmaster in 1861, resigning in
fore heard in this city.
equal any character impersonatorwe have favor of W. Verbeek, and in 1862 was apFriedrich Bros, music bouse of
ever had here, not exceptingMisa Meade pointed U. S. enrolling officer and assis
Grand Rapids, wifi place a fine, baby
or Helen Potter. The price of admission tant assessor.He was engaged in mer*
grand Fischer piano in Lyceum Opera
will be low, which will undoubtedly give chantile pursuits for a period of yean and

RETAIL.
House, for the Heywood entertainments
these entertainments a good patronage.
Apples, 00c; Beans, $1.28; Butter, 14c;
Eggs, 19c; Honey, 14c; Onions, Me; Poutoes, 30c. next week, to be used in playing the accompaniments to Mr. Davis’ flute and
Last Saturday marniog at about half
Grain, F$ed, Etc.
piccolo solos.

(WHOLESALE.) .
'iVorrtcUd entry Friday by W. H. Beach.)

expected.

Some

The

fine

music may be

past eleven o'clock the daughterof

opening night of these Elferdink who

we

Abram

reported in our

last
100 lbB.,TOc; Barley
entertainmentsis Tuesday, June 9th. issue as being missing, was found couched
f 100 B>s., $1.00; Clover seed, « ft., $4.50; Corn
Meal, » 100 fts., 1.10; Com. shelled,48c; Flour, Twenty-fivecents secures a reserved seat
in an old grain box In a barn on the Wil$5.60; Fine Corn Meal, 100 fts., $1.40; Feed, tj
ton.^sao.OO: reed, W 100 fts., lJ»c,; Hay. $8.00, at Breyman’s on Monday, where photo- terdink farm some three miles east of the
$9.o57Mlddllng.
V 100 fts^SUc; OaU, ne_w, 85c; graphs of Mr. Heywood can be seen.
city. She had been,*
found, some
Pearl Barley,* 100 fts.. $0.00 : Rye, 50c;

Buckwheat, 40c; Bran,

V

when

A popular lecture by H. M.

LancasterRed, 92.

Joy, D.

D

seventy-three hours without food and

was

Methodist Church determined to die in the box. She was
RETAIL.
Buckwheat, 50c; Bran, V 100 fts., 80c: Barley, V of .this city on Friday evening, June 12. much exhaustedand was taken out of the
fts., $1.10; Clover seed, 9 ft., $6.50; Corn
L f lOo fts., 1 JO ; Corn, shelled.55c; Flour, The subject will bq "The Hebrew Law barn and carried to the borne ot a relative
JO: Fine corn meal,* 100 fts., *1.00; Feed, *
Giver.” This lecture has been delivered who lived near by, where she now Is.
will be delivered In the

$21.00: Feed, *100 fte., $ 1.10; Hay, $9.00,
00; Middllna, « 100 ftt,, 90; Oats, 40c; in

>1

Barley, V 100 fts., $0.00; Rye, 60e;

Timothy

and The yonng lady w$ understand will be
taken to the Asylum at Kalamazoo ana
mendation. It delights young and old. receive treatment, under which it Is hoped
It waa delivered three timei in Kalama- that she will recover her mental powen.
many towns and

cities of this state

never falls to call forth the warmest

$2A0.

intendingto beautify their

com

' purchase the Harrison zoo, having been repeated at the published Grave rumors are afloat as to the cause of
Paints. They are by far
the young woman's afflictionwhich, If
in the market. You can request of a number of the prominent
H. Walsh, who also has a citizensof that place. The lecture will ba true, should call for an immediateInves-

’MM

for the benefit of

fund and
25 cent* will be

snadm

charged. Childrenunder

the humble cottages of his native

government.

I

shall not weary you with the pres-

him, with six children, John A., Henri- ent|nor djV|nemuch of the future, but will enetta, Everdienna, Johanna, Mina aad deavor to speak a few memorial words In harmony
Derk. In 1859 Mr. Roost became prom- with tte occasion.

rule, and.

.

for

hills.

to

A Regular Oommunicationof Unity Lodge,
Next week we have an entertainment secured from the state one thousand acres
One worthy feature of the Heywood en
No. 191. F.AA. M., will be held at Masonic Hail
at
Lyceum opera house, two eveuingi, of land in Blendon and Olive for its ImHolland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday tertainments is the fact that uothUg obevenings,Jan. 28, Feb. 20, March 25, April 22,
jectionable is ever introduced. Mr. Hey aod they promiae to be very enjoyable. provement.In 1858 he was elected as
Mar 27, June 24, July 22, Aug. 19, Sept. 28, Oct. 21.
Nor. 18, Dec. 10. St. John, a days June 24, and wood makes special effort to observe this It is to be the Heywood Combination supervisor of Holland township and reD. L. Botd.SscV

wbo longed

he was married at Grandville,
in what I shall sty to you at this tims but little
AleldaK. lingering, who .till Burvlve. willb...Wof .h.ori,dn..4«rl,hl.u>ry of o.r
1850,

negotiating a loan for that

Dec. 27.

h«

tigationon the part of her relative*, so that

We have assembledhere to-day to do one

of

tbs

grsatestacta of the greatestnation on earth. No

smoke of the battle shall rise from the scene to be
carried away npon the passing breexe. No monament of granite or marble shsll mark its occurrence, for that, too, would crumble with Ume,
but the tribute of reverence we shall pay our dead
but living benefactors will be treunredbeyond tho
confines of earth’s rusting elements. We have
come here to-day but for a common purpose.
Our differences,our peculiar views, onr preferences, prejudices and enmities, If such ws have*
are beneath the occasion.The day Is as high
above party politics and partisan harangues an

would be the funeral of a loved one.
As we look out upon the American Bepubllcws
see her almost an lofknt In years, but aged with
experience.The traveler In this country Is not
conducted througe ancient abbeys,oldtn temples,
or ruined cities of bygone ,centnriss. Bat while
•he has no wrinklesof age in her countenance,
in 1870 waa chosen as a member of the nor gray hairs In hsr locks, yet ws find her all covered over with sears where she hat beea braised
State Legislature, and in 1882 was elected
and wounded.Scars that she received when she
as State Senator. In 1881 Mr. Roost broke loose from her mother's,greedy England’s,
served this city as mayor. Since 1883 arms; scars that she received when she was chasMr. Roost has not taken an active part in tising old England for meddlingwith our revenae;
any business enterprise.He was a kind •cars she has received In defending herself npon
Southern borders, on Northern frontiers and In
and true friend, and an indulgent and Western thickets; but deeper acars she received
kind husband and father. His death is when she clambered up over the ragged edged
rocks and through the branches of a firesidereregretted by all >
bellion, a householdwar. And Unlay we find onr
Goddess of Liberty, with her fece turned, looking
MEMORIAL SAY.
back over her pathway of difficulties.In her arm
are a million boqnets and wreathe of flowers.
Last Saturday, Memorial Day, was
They are the richest,sweetest, and most fragrant
ushered in by a copious shower of rain that grow in her gardens and valleys. She inand through the forenoon came fitful sea- quires not for the pelace of the living. She eeeka
aons of rain which threatened to continue not to adorn the homss of affluence and wealth,
but with a sorrowingmemory ebe finds the last
all day. At half past twelve o'clock the
restingplaces of her sleeping defenders and there
sky broke and the inn peeped from be- reverentlybow* to drop her beautiful trlbutee aad
hind the donda for a brief period only, offeringsnpon the silent coverings of a half million
bat long enough to allow tboaa in charge of brave men. I am told that in yonder enclosure are buried many brave men, who bnt a few
of the ceremonies to form the procession
abort veare ago were the gallant heroee who were
in the following erdar: Huff’s .martial

band, A.

a Yan

Raalte Pest, No. M2, G.

A. R., and other veterans of the war. brotbm,!

then

the

.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
the east.
Medical

experts from

New York hare

discovered that the plague at Plymouth,
Pa.,

was caused by the

discharges of a

patient stricken with typhoid fever

during

the winter being carried from a vault by a
rain and thaw into a ravine,through which
the river flowed, and thence into the reservoir supplying the town, with the result of
communicatingthe disease to between 600
and 700 people ____ The Baltimore and
Ohio Boad is asking the Philadelphia
Council for a right of way for an elevated
road down Barker street to Sixteenth,with
a passengerstation close to that of the
PennsylvaniaBoad at Broad street. The

Baltimore Companv proposes to purchase
the property on both sides of the right of

way.

'

Gen. Grant’s physicians report his

dis-

ease in an almost stationary condition,
while hit general health is excellent. His
walks about the house and in the street
cause no tatigue, and his daily ride in the
park is a great pleasure. Hotel proprietors
at several mountain resorts have extended
invitations to the General to visit them.
Adah P. Harley, a citizen of Erie,
who when lying at the point of death from
consumptionproclaimedhimself as cured
bv faith, died while offering prayer for
other ailing persons ..... Thomas Warner,
an extensive lumber dealer of Cohocton,
N. Y., has made an assignment,giving
preferencesof $300,000. He was supposed
to be worth $500,000 or more. Banks at
Bath, N. Y.. are said to be heavy losers.
....F. A. Palmer, formerly Auditor of
Newark, N. J., died in the penitentiary
from apoplexy.
Bell Telephone stock declined 12 per
cent, in Boston on a bill being introduced
In the MassachusettsLegislature limiting
ihe charge for telephones to $3 per
months. The Governor of Massachusetts
has signed a law requiring t3lephone companies to furnish telephones to anybody
who will pay for them. Heretofore opposition telegraph companies have not been allowed to use the telephone or have messages sent by telephone to their offices ____
The wife of John L. Sullivan,the pugilist,
was refused a divorce at Boston, the Judge
declaringthat she bad failed to prove her
charges of cruelty and habitual drunkenness.... Thomas Brown. Presidentof an
oil company at Erie, has failed, with liabilities ot nearly $500,000. . .George Axbe’l,
of Deposit. N. Y„ while drunk in a saloon,
ehot and killed two men ..... The fur store
of Albert Herzigan, New York, was burned
out, the damage amounting to $75,000.

.

.

, .

TIE ELEMENTS.

.

-

which tell the tale of how outrageously the
Apaches have broken Gen. Crook’s poor
peace policy. Men, women, and chiliIren
nave been butchered unmercifullv. A
gentlemanfrom Silver City tells a heartrending tal® of Apache inhumanity. He
wa$ ope of a party of thirty-four citizens
who went out the.other day to protect their
families,who were surroundedby Apaches
on Bear Creek and along the Gila. Before
making twelve miles they had bmiad len
persons, two of whom were women. All
ihe bodies were hacked into unrecognizable
shapes. The women had been outraged
and their bodies pinned to the earth by
wedges driven through them into the
ground. One of the women had an iron
rod completely driven up her bodv. The
men suffered like fates, their bodies being mutilated terribly. This gentleman
confirms the reported murder of Col.
Phillips and family. The daughter was
hung up alive by a meat-hook stuck in the
back of her head. Mrs. Phillips' eyes are
gouged out, her ears and breasts cut off,
and her body otherwisebrutally mangled.
The bodies are heartrending and sickening
sights."A banta Fe dispatch says that the
total number of murders known to have
been committed by the Indians reaches
seventy-five.

THE SOUTH*
The

vicinity of Waco, Texas, has been

overflowed by rains

and

swept by a torna-

do. Eleven persons are known to have
perished,and five others are reported
drowned. The losses in McLennon Coun$250,000. The Brazos
River rose two feet above high-water
mark. Nearly two thousand citizensfled
from East Waco during the storm. Relief
measures are being taken by the City
ty are estimated at

Council.

Locusts and cotton worms

have

made

appearancein northeasternparishes
of Louisiana. .Johu Terry (colored)was
their

..

hanged at Barnwell. S. C., for the murder
of Rev. John G. Sessions, a white Baptist
minister. His last words were: “This ends

my

careerer in the first trouble I have ever
in, and
wain all men of
color, especially the young, to
let whisky and bad white men alone.” ____
Archie Gibson, a negro, was hanged at
Richmond, 1 ort Bend County, Texas, for
the murder of his wife. About three thousand persons witnessed the execution ____

I

been

my

Nearly six hundred indictments found
against liquor dealersnt Wheeling.W. Va..
were stolen from the office of the Clerk of
the Circuit Court

The

rain-stormthat recently deluged a

large section of Texas was one of the most
terrificon record. At Waco, eleven and a quar-

Rutter, Meyersdsle,P«.
Samael A. Aslie, Ra
Secretary Manning’s report for May
leigb/N.C.; Mrs. Olivia. A. Hartimrs. Port OlbMis™.,
VI.
wn. Miss.
; UMUUOl
Samuel W.
Hobbs,
is rendered in both the new and old forms.
Iowa; Wtlliard Stearins
The decrease in the public debt for the
Cooper,Columbus, lud.
_______ _ ___________.
Ind. ; #. F. lu can, Terre Haute, Ind, ; W. Gtoesmonth is stated at $3,350,883 by the new
beck. Independence,Mo.; G. B. Falconer,
Minneapolis,Kan.; C. H. Sproule, Elko. Nev.; system, or $4,435,484 by the old system.
John A. FL Varner, Lexington. Vi.; William The Treasury officialsare satisfied that the
Henry Ritenour, Hatisoiburg, Vtf? Daniel V. silver policy of the administration has done
O'c eary, Albany, N. Y,; JoaenhuaP.DeJarnette,
Chetopa,Kan. ; AdelbertB. Crarapton,Delphi, awnv with a 1 cause for anxiety as to the
Ind. ; Curtis Reed, Menasha, A\ is. s Robert E.
ability of the Treasury to meet all demands
Austin, Tama City, Iowa: George H. witters, Ida until Cougress reassembles. The small
Grove, Iowa; Chas. G. Kress, Lewiston, I. T.;
Andrew Barders, at Sparta. Hi. ; Enoch A. Mc- loss of gold during the month renders it
Lead, at Palmyra, Mo.; Sanford L. Hturtevant, certain that the Treasury will not be comat Fullerton,Neb.: Clement Phllbrick, at Hal* pelled to borrow gold of the banks or to
stead. Neb. ; L. D. Mitchell, Jamestown,Ind.;
C. Kehrer, Leavenworth, Ind.; Franklin resort to any other of the many expedients
Colt, North Liberty, Ind.; Frank Scheper, which were thought of.
Oldenburg, Ind.; Elizabeth E. Buckles,PrimVictor Hugo’s funeral in Paris was
rose, Iowa; N. Meld rum. Cheetcrvllle,111.: Dennis Deneen, Hammond, Wis.; J. Mlerswa, most imposing. Hundreds of thousands of
Marlon, Wls.; John Wetherhalt, Latona, 111.;
people were abroad at daybreak, crowding
J. H. Copi otk, Goldsmith. Ind. ; F. Webber,
Morris, Ind. ; G. F. Faber, Chaska, Minn.’; J. P. the streets and boulevards through which
Will, tadott, Wls.
The following appointments are also ihe great procession was to move.' In the
morning large bodies of cavalry occupied
announced:
To be Registersof Land Offices, Robert C. the streetsleading to the Champs Elysees,
McFarland at Coeur d'Alene,Idaho, and Mark and minute-guns were fired from
W. Pheafe at Watertown, P. T. To be Receiver Fort Valerieu
the Hotel des
of Public Money, Downer T. Bramble at WaterInvalides.
funeral procession
town, D. T.

•

The

Indian news

beyond $20,000,000.

from New Mexico and

WA&UIXGTOX.

Many People Drowned, and Immense
Damage Done to

Crops and

Other Property.
[Waco (Tex.) ipedaL]

The violence of the late storms here aro
nvershadowed by the lain and tornado of
last night The rainfall did not cease until
this morning. All stieams in and close to
the suburbs of the city, the banks of which
were dotted with hundreds' Of residences,
overflowed and transformed their surroundings into a vast sea. The scenes of terror
ind confusion were heartrending.Peoplo
Sed for their lives from their homes in the
midst of the raging storm.
Thomas Denninghoff, his wife, and three
small children, remained in their house,

which was washed away, and all were
started at noon and was conducted drowned.
President Cleveland has appointed without interference from the riotous eleHoward Lewis, his wife, his sister, and
Charles benby, of Indiana, to be Envoy ment, but few arrests being made. Be- three small children lost their lives in a
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary neath the Arc de Triomphe orations were nimilarmanner.
Eleven persons are known to have perto China; Wendell A. Anderson, of Wiscon- delivered by M. Leroyer. President of the
sin, was appointed Consul General at Mon- Senate: M Goblet, President of the Cham- ished and five others are unaccountedfor,
treal; James W. Whelpley has been ap- ber of Deputies;and MM. Floquet and raid reported to be drowned.
The damage to property by the tornado
pointed Assistant Treasurer of the United Augier. It is estimatedthat the pageant
.. / .....
attracted fully a million spectators. To was immense.
The total damage in the city is estimated
emphasize the secularizationof the Pantheon, a luncheon was spread in that at $50,000. The Brazos River rose two feet
hitherto sacred edifice for Victor Hugo’s above high-water mark. The finest cotton
Gabriel Dumont, Riel’s First Lieuten- family.
plantations in Texas are located along its
banks, and were submerged. The losses
ant, was captured on United States territoA marvelous religious revival is in
in McLennon County will aggregate fully a
ry, twenty nflles from Fort Assinaboine. progress at Atlanta, Ga. The cash subquarter of a million dollars. The grain
Teny telegraphs thithe^will be held gcriptions for a building for the Young crop is destroyed— beaten to the earth by
until further orders. . .Dr. Jukes, medical
Men’s Christian Association have already the wind and terrificrain.
officerof the mounted police at Regina,
East Waco has been inundated since
says a Winnipeg dispatch, considers Riel reached $55,000,and leading citizens are Sunday, and the scenes there last night
daily
confessing
a
change
of
heart
at
the
perfectlysane. Riel’s family at Bt. Vital
and to-day were indescribable.Seeing
are stricken with grief and the rebel’s old Methodistmeetings ____ A terrible duel was
that the waters of the Brazos River threatfought
near
Americus,
Ga.,
between
two
mother is broken-hearted. They exened them witn watery graves, the populapect that Riel will be hanged un- negroes, Jeff Johnson and Henry Brown, tion— about two thousand persons— fled
less Archbishop Tache saves him ____ who had grown jea’ous over the favors of from their homes in the midst of the storm,
The failures are announced of Thus. War- the same woman. They met by agreement aided in escaping by the light of the vivid
ner, a lumberman of Coshocton, N. Y., after dark, fought with clasp-knives,and
lightning and hundreds of lanterns. No
who was rated at $500,000, and Ashenhast, hacked one another until, weak from loss lives are reported lost in that portion of
Roush & Co., millers at Manchester, Ohio, of blood, both fell and expired.

States.
GENEBAL.

.

with liabilities of $65,000 ...The steamship City of Rome, which arrived at New
York the other day, reports that she collided with a French fishirg bark, the John
George, and sunk her. Twenty-two of the
crew of twenty-four were lost.

Telegrams from

Santiago de Cuba re-

port that the filibustering expedition which
recentlylanded in that province,numbering
eight)- men, has fled to the mountains, and
that complete tranquillity prevails.

There

were 1G1 failures in the United

THE WEST.

persons were drowned.

itructiTenea*.

and

.

perhaps reaching to

Rain-Stormof TTnanal De-

The

ness, 4; jewelry, 4; millinery.4; carriages,
3; fancy goods, 3; millers, 3; hats, 3; banks,
3. BradatreeCfiJournal in its weekly
commercialsummary says the general trade
situationhas not been improved during the
week ____ Decoration-Dayobservances) were

the city.
Relief measures have been organized for
the suffering hundreds that are destitute

President Cleveland appointedGeo.
W. Julian,of Indiana, to be Surveyor Gen-

and homeless.
There were no trains on any of the roads
following appointments: To be Collectors
to-day. Scores of bridges were swept
of Internal Revenue, Robert M. Hender- away and the road-bedsbadly damaged by
son, for the Fourth District of Texas; washouts. The highest point reached by
Robert Barnett, for the Fourth Districtof the Brazes River was thirty-twoinches
California;Robert A.- Howard, of Arkansas, above the high-water mark of the great
to be Assistant Attorney Genera’; Albert N.
overflow of last year. The approaches to the
Hathaway, of Connecticut, to be Consul of suspension bridge on the east side of the
the United States at Nice, France; Isaac H. river were demolished. The estimates of
Mayn.ird,of New York, to be Second the damage to property in and about Waco,
Comptrollerof the Treasury, vice W. W. do not include the damage to crops and
Upton, of Oregon, resigned by request.
farm propet ty, which cannot now be estiThere are eight clubs in the National mated, but good judges place the damage to
League contending for the base ball cham- the growing crops at $500,000. The storm
was so terrific lor three hours that it may
pionship. The first month's play ended
be properly called a tornado, accompanied
with the team representing New York in by rain. Ruin fell in blinding sheets, and
was blown against the large buildings,prothe van, closely pressed by Chicago, Philadelphia, and Providence. The record for ducing a sound like the distant roar of
Niagara. Everybody in the city was up all
the month's play is as follows:
Games Games night Many colored people thought ' a
Clubs.
won.
lost.
second deluge was upon them, and pre4
New York .......
pared themselves to go by vigorously prayChicago ..........
........ 14
C
eral of

New Mexico. He has also made the

an States reported to Bradstreei'M during the
incredibly brief space of time ihe Brazos week, against 184 in the preceding week,
River became a wild, raging Hood, in many
and 148, ICO. and 104 in the corresponding
places five miles wide. Some idea of the
weeks of 1884, 1883, and 1882, respectively.
wholesaledestruction may be had when it
About 80 per cent, were those of small
is remembered that the Brazos is the richtraders whose capital was under $3,000.
est and most populous farming country in
In the principal trades they were ns folTens. There is a very heavy population lows: Grocers, 22; general stores, 20;
of negroes, who all live in the bottoms, and
manufacturers, 12; liquors, 11; books,
Cyclones did serious damage at Nor- the rapidity of the rise did not permit them stationer)-,etc., 10; hotels and restauto save anything but their lives. A vast
rants, 10; hardware. 8; snoes, 7; clothing,
tonville, Goffs, and Frankfort,Kan., wreckdestitution must be the result. The daming several structures and injuring many age to the growing crops on the Brazos, to 6; furniture. 5; lumber and materials,5;
persons, a few fatally ____ By the bursting say nothing of the shrinkage in real values, produce and provisions, 5; tobacco and Philadelphia...
cigars, 5; bakers and confectioners,4; bar/
of a water-spout at Indianola, Neb., nine

beyond calculation,

Large Area of Tezai Yiiited by a

:

ter inches of water fell in five hours. In

is

A

........

8t. Louis ........

14

8

ing.

7

At Iredell and Morgan, in Bosqu®
County, a number of residenceswere
wrecked, but no fatalities are reported
Advices from Austin report that the
Colorado River has overflown immense
tracts of bottom lands planted in cotton
and corn. The damage to these crons will

12
13
15
10

:::::::: 7

Buffalo ..........
Detroit .........

Arizona at this writing wears an ugly look.
The St. Louis Club leads in the race for
A Tucson (An.) dispatch reports:
The regular weekly Cabinet session at
the American Association pennant. FolA band of Indians attacked Phillipi’ ranch,
about three miles from Fort Baya d. and killed Washington was devoted to the considera- very general the country over. In New lowing is the record of games won and
be immense. Six small bridges on the Inold Mr. Phillips,his son Gtn. Phillips,his wile, tion of a proposilion looking to a continu- York a touchingscene was witnessed when lost:
vernationnl and Great Northern Railroad
and two children,aged 3 and 5 years, and
Games
Games
banged the oldest girl on a meat-hook, which ance of the World’s Fair at New Orleans. Gen. Grant saluted,from a window of his
won. lost- were swept away. All railroad embankentered the back port on of her head, In which It is understood that a majority of the residence,passing bodies of veterans, Athletic (Philadelphia).................
10
20
ments for nearly a hundred miles have
position she was found by a party of rescuing
Baltimore
...............................
11
If.
Cabinet was of the opinion that the Presi- wnich were afterward formally reviewed in
been badly washed, rendering travel dancitizens. She died within a few hours. Those
Brooklyn
...............................
11
17
grand processionby President Cleveland.
killed by the Apaches number now thirty-six dent had no legal power to authorize an exClncinnstl ..............................
19
12 gerous.
Gov.
Hill,
of
New
York,
reviewed
a
men. women, and children.
tension of the original period fixed for the
Louisville .............................
16
14
Weatherford,Midlothian,Dublin, . Marlarge processionin Brooklyn. In Wash- Metropolitan(New York) ..............8
The following is sent from Silver City, Exposition.
21
gin, and other points in the State report an
19
11
ington there were appropriate ceremonies. Pittsburgh .............................
N. M.:
Immense rain-fall,accompanied by heavy
Secretary Lamar is the first of the
22
5
The Apaches are still making bloody trails
At Bloomington,III., Senator John A. Lo- St Louis ................................
wind, vivid lightning,and deafeningthunthrough this section. It is now thought that Cabinet to succumb to the prolonged strain gan delivered an address, and at Hagersder. All tell the same story of swollen
three or four different bands are committing
and
labor
which
all
from
the
President
town,
Md.,
Gen.
George
B.
McClellan
depredations and marders In as many sections
streams submerged farms and fields,and
THE MARKETS,
Of territory. The hostUcsare thought to num- down have endured since March 4. The spoke. In Chicago the day was approprigeneral havoc to the growing grain. Fanners
ber about 300. Four chiefs ore with them—
ately
celebrated,
and
a
statue
of
Gen.
Mulother night he was suddenlytaken ill and a
are greatly dejected over the outlook. The
Geronimo, Nana, Naetcha, and Chihuahua. This
NEW YORK.
ligan was unveiled ____ A programme for
morning the live bodies of a Mexican family, physician was sent for at once. The trouble
Beeves .......... .................
rains cover a very large wheat area. Crops
$5.50 @ 7.00
the
abolition
of
slavery
has
been
adopted
consisting of a man, his wife, and three children, proved to be a chill, with strong malarial
4.00 @ 4.50
were doing finely before the rains, but the
by the new ministry of Brazil. A new fund Wheat— No. 1 White ........... 1.00 @ 1.02
were fonnd five miles from here. One other per- symptoms.
rust will now certainlyset in on the wheat,
son is known to have been killed In the same
No. 2 Red ............... 1.00 @ 1.01
is to be created by a fax of 5 per cent, on
and the weeds will grow so rapidly that the
The PostmasterGeneral has forbidden all public revenues, and slave-ownerswill Corn— No. ...................... .54 @ .55
vicinity. Numerousrancheson Bear Creek were
sacked, the horses stolen, and the cattle killed.
Oats—
White
................. .43- @ .45
yield of wheat will be reduced one-half.
the
delivery of money-orders and regis- be paid half the value of their
The Indians approached within four miles of
Pork— New Mess .................11.50 @12.00
Fort Bayard. Three troops of cavalry are now tered letters to the following-namedper- property, the remainder to be dis- Lard ...............................I6?i@ .07
In pursuit. It Is reported that a band of InTHE CYCLONE SEASON.
CHICAGO.
charged by service of five years....
diana are doubling back on an old tr.il in the sons, upon Inspectors’ reportsshowing that
Beeves— Choice to I’rlme Steers. 6.50 @ 6.60
The
Presbyterian
General
Assembly
at
its
direction of Bear Creek. This band numbers they were engaged in conducting frauduGood Shipping ......... 5.00 @ 6.50
A Katina* Town YiHited by a Funnel-Shaped
meeting in Cincinnati declared that the
seventy-five to eighty. Another band on the
Medium ............... 4.75 & 5.25
Cloud, anti the Citizens Save Theinaelvea
lent schemes by means of the mails: Dr.
Gila Klver drove off 1#' head of hors. a. Two
only proper ground for divorce was adul- Hogs... .., ...................3.50 @ 4.00
by Crawling; Into Their Cyclone Holes.
couriers are missing. Three more prospectors H. B. Butte, alias Dr. Ward & Co., of LouFlour— Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 5.00 @ 6.25
tery or willful desertion ____ Winnipeg adhave been killed on the south fork of the White- isiana, Mo., and George Mayo, of Chicago,
I’rlme to Choice bpring. 4.00 $
SO
[Atchison (Kan.) special.
water. Joseph Banting, killed on Magollon publisher of the Post and Courier and the vices report that “Gen. Strange's column Wheat— No. 2 Spnug ............ .85
.86
Particulars of the cyclone at Goffs, Kan.,
Creek, made a brave fight, killingtwo Indians.
encountered Big Bear and his band about Cou.n— No. ...................... .46
.47
: uavo reached here, the appearanceof th®
*!}*n£*9 AgriculturiAt
.The Secretary of twenty miles northeast of Fort Pitt, and O.ATf-N'O. .....................
.34
storm, which approachedfrom the southIng's partner, who was jmit coming into canm i the Treasury has issued a circular directing
liVF.— No.
.......................
.70
.68
that after three hours’ fighting Strange had
He sucMicded In killing two Indians before
---- officers
---- *— ’i--* the
11- alien
-,J
Baui.uy-No. 3 ................... .45
customs
to collect
.50
west, was grand and awful, and th®
to
retreat,
finding
it
impossible
to
dislodge
ting away. News has jn«t been received of ad- immigrant tax of 50 cents each from
BUTTEB— Choice Creamery ......
frightful roar of the whirling, lightningditional killings in the Black Range. Families
the Indians, who from a well-intrenched
Fine Dairy ............
:!$
foreignerscoining to this country ns
edged clouds was louder than the comfrom all the surrounding country are in town.
and well-chosen-positioupoured a hot fire Cheese— Full Cream .............. 08
tourists,
or
travelers
in
transit
to
bined noise of a hundred guns. The path
Touching the cause of the present outSkimmed Flat ........... 04
:S
upon the troops. The dispatches make no
.13
of the storm through the town did not exbreak, the following is telegraphed from other countries, as well as from those mention of the killed, but say a number Eggs— Fresh..; ................... 12
Potatoes Choice, per bu ........ 40
.45
coming to this country to reside ____
Washington:
ceed twenty or thirty rods in width, but
were badly wounded. ”
I Polk— Mess ......................
io.oj (<(10.50
From correspondencetransmittedby the War There was a full attendance of the Cabinet
within that space everything destructibleis
1 Lar.j .............................
c.oo & 6.50
Department to the Indian Bureau. It appears at the meeting Thursday,says a Washing«\ wreck. Two persons were fatallyand
TOLEDO.
that the Apache Indian outbreak was caused by
FOUElCuY.
Wheat-No. 2 Red .............. .91 & .92
several seriously injured. One man was
whisky. The Indians manufactured large ton telegram. The question of authorizing
Cots— No. ...................... .48 $ .49
lifted up by the whirling wind, carried a
quantities of •• Hawin'* and became Intox- a continuance of the World’s Exposition at
Advices from St. Petersburg state that Oath-No. ............. i ... .34 W .36
icated. Knowing that punishmentwould fol- New Orleans was again considered.The
distance of thirty yards, and deposited iu a
MILWAUKEE.
low the infraction of the rules they abandoned result is shown in a telegramsent bv the the following is the exact state of the AfWheat-N’o.2 .................... .80 ^ .8616 door-vard.Flying timbers bad broken
the reservation and went on the war-path.
President to Senator Gibson, of which the ghan frontier negotiationsat the present Corn— No. .................... .46 (U) .47
both his legs, and when found he was inCrop prospects in the Nortnwest are im- following is a copy: “The question of reOath— No. ...................... .32 (3 .33
sensible.
time: The Ameer surrendersPenjdeh for RYE-J-No.1 ........................
.70
proving. In Indiana and Wisconsinevery- opening the Expositionhas been consid- Zulificar. The question is unsettled as to Barley— No. .................... 57 & .ISO
appearance
the town
to. 25 @10.75
after tho storm had passed was
thing looks promising,though corn is ered by the Cabinet, and they are unani- whether the Zulificar Pass shall form a part Pork- Mesa ......................
8T. LOUIS.
desolate and forlorn beyond desomewhat backward. . .Reports receivedin mously of opinion that there is no warrant of the boundary or remain wholly in Af- Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.01 @102
of law for it, and that it would be inexpedi- ghanistan. Russia insists that Merucbak
scription. The panic-strickencitizens,
San Francisco place the shortage of
Cork— Mixed ..................... 45 cgi .40
ent on other grounds.”
many of whom had received slight injuries,
belongs to Penjdeh. England rejects,and OATs-Mlxed ...................... 34 & .35
this year’s wheit crop
the
emerged from cellars and “cyclone holes,
Capt. Belknap reports to the Secretary makes the retention of Merucbak a sine Rye ............................... 75 @ .78
Pacific coast at 26,5(0,000 bushHAY-Timothy ...................14.00 @10.00
d, and set about
els
compared with 1884 ..... of the Navy that on her fourth trial trip the qua non. This differenceof opinion is now Pork— Mesa .....................10.60 @11.00
Gen. Terry ordered the release of Gabriel Dolphin compliedwith the requirements of the main difficulty. . .All the articles of the
CINCINNATL
treaty,of peace between France and China Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ 99 @ 1.01
Dumont, the Canadian rebel, who had been the contract.
CORN.. ... ........... .........48X& .50
rection.
have been agreed to, and the signatures
held a prisoner at Fort Assinaboine, MonOats— Mixed ...................... 35 <01 .36
Some strange phenomena were witnessed
have been affixed.
tana, as the existing boundary laws confer
Rye-No.
2 Fall ................... 74 @ .76
FOI4TICAI*
connection with the storm. The curb of
no right to detain him.
.In anger, John
The war cloud between Russia and En- Pone— Mesa ......................10.50 @11.00
H. G. Pickett’swell was broken of close to
DETROIT.
Motter, a wealthy farmer of Find ay, Ohio,
The appointmentof J. L. Meade to be gland has at last blown over, and the sun of Flour ....... ....................b.50 @ 6.00
the ground and the well itself stuffed full
strnck his 12-year-old son a heavy blow,
Postmaster
of Hnzlehurst, Miss., has been peace is shining again. Russi a ha^nccepjjed Wheat— No. 1 White ............ loo @ 1.01
of chickens. A thick mist flying at an
breaking his neck and causing instant death.
Corn-No.
47 9 .48
awful rate of sneed seemed to nrecede th®
....Louis Reanme, a French Canadian revoked by the President Meade is the England’s counter proposals. The main Oats — No. 2 White ..... .......... 39 @ .41
cyclone, while anring its prevalence wind,
coming from the West, becam'd' a rav- man who presided nt a meeting held in features of the delimitationof the frontier Pom— New Mesa ................12.00 @1150
INDIANAPOLIS.
rain, hail, thunder, and lightning blended
ing maniac on the Wabash train. Copiah County. Mississippi, immediately have been settled by leaving Maruchak and Wheat— No. 2 Red.
...........97 @ .98
into one awful and never-to-be-forgotten,
After the train had left Peoria he drove all following the killing of Matthews,nt which Tulflkur in the hands of the Afghans, which Corn- Mixed. ........ ............46 @ .47
scene.
passengersfrom the chair-car which he meeting the murder was approved in will bring the frontiera little north of the Oats-No. ....................... 33 @ .34
EAST LIBERTY.
occupied, and kept everybody, including formal resolutions, and notice served line claimed by Russia. The Boundary ComCATTLE-Beat ....................6.00 @6.60
The Plymouth Plague.
police officerscalled in at (ho severalsta- upon the members of Matthews’ fam- mission can now go ahead, settle the details,
Fair ....................8.00 @5.60
A*Wilkesbane (Pa.) dispatch says: Two
tions, at bay, until the train arrived in ily that they must leave the county. and stick up the posts. All that remains
Common ......
..... 4.00 @4.75
deaths occurred at Plymouth to-day, and
.............................
-4.00 @4.50
Chicago. The first shot lie fired at the It is understoodthis is in conformity with for the commission to do is tf trifling matter
Sheep ............................4.B0 @ 5.00
four of the occupants of the hospital are in
depot killed Police Officer Barrett,and it the determination of the administrationnot of civil engineering ____ Sixty cases of cholCHICAGO WOOL MARKET.
a critical condition.
took a long time to disarm and secure him. to allow itself to become involved in any of era have occurred in the province of Valen^
(Reported by Bhekmax Hail fc Co.. ChJcairo. ni.|
The disease has been most prevalent
Lieut Laughlin was badly wounded while the political quarrels which have occurred cfa, and several in jhe city of that name in
among the Hungarians and the Poles. A
struggling to secure the manW. who him- in the South.... Owen A. Wells has been Spain. A commission has been appointed
1 complaint was this afternoon laid befor®
self received three shots in the back which appointed Collector of Internal Revenue by the Government to investigateDr. Far
the DistrictAttorney, to be brought to th®
may prove fatal.
for the Third District of Wisconsin, and run's system of inoenlation with cholera
, notice of the Grand Jury now in session
---------- .The effort made in *Ireland
------ to ; Be: t’naine, too; Braid.
“No Indian raid tor the last ten years John B. Malony for the First District of microbes.
t "*1
8,-n-c* ! here, as to the careh
Michigan. Thp President also appointed raise a fund for James Stephens,,who
Is. much renfrlctod by
equaled the present outbreak for cruelty,”
recently expelled from’ France, has thus far t_depicted
sWh^TDe
of'Medium Uawashed of the Borough Council of Plymonth rethe following Postmasters:
----r— — supSy of
Wool Is very low, and trade act! re.
aays a dispatch from New Mexico. “All
garding the enforcementof sanitary rules.
resulted iu subscriptions of £700.
J. E. Llohholtz,Sunbury, Pa.; Jacob Odell,
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THE STATE CAPITAL

SUNK WITHOUT WARNING.

APACHE HOSTILES WHIPPED.

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

Michigan affairs.

The Senate was unable to obtain a quorum on
—The aristocraticsection of Marquette
Capital PanUlimttntDUroned Of for Two
Tew* at Leatt— 1'anee 1 Over tha Vato of The Savages Break Away, and Are En- May 25, and adjourned withoutdoing anything. is called Nob Hill
A Bark Ban Into and Sank by an Ocean
tiov. Alger— Pa»>*H|je t»y the Hou*e of the
The House had a brief session, which was conHoldiarN*lloiun BUI— 1 ho Now Tax BUI
—There are thirty-ninesaloons in Mardeavoringto Get Into Old
sumed in committee of the whole. The bill to
Steamer — Nearly the Entire
—Woman Haflfruge-Notm.
leuulato the salariesof legtalativeemp oyes was quette, and all have taken out licenses but
[From Our Own Correspondent.]
Mexico.
defeated. On the 2( th the new generaltax MU
Crew Drowned.
Laksino, May 25. 1885.
was passed, and at once sent to the House. In two.
At last Representative Ford's bill to rethe latter body an attempt was made to refer It
The New Mexican Indians have for several to the Judiciary Committee.Alter a spirited
—Ann Arbor City, with 2,570 children,
[New York tolesram-l
store capital punishment came up on a
The City of Home* of the Anchor «Line, special order in the Senate on the iDth, and days back been on the rampage, killing settlers, discussion the bill was made the special order receives $3,186.80 from the primary school
reached here to-day, having on board, be- tne discussionlas'ed for two hilf days, stealingstock, and generallypaintingthings for even' afternoonuntil disposed of. In the
Senate the followingbills passed: Amending fund.
sides her regular passengers, two French with a huge crowd of strangers, mostly la- red. The palefacesare now having their in- hoc. ion 6747, Howell, relative to sales of lands
nings,
however,
and
the
copper-colored
cutfishermen, the only survivors of the crew of dies, present. The discussion for the bill
—Monroe County’s new agriculturalsounder decrees in chancery; enlarging the Dethe French fishing bark George Jeanne, was participated in by Senators Hub- throats are on the dead rnn. A dslpatchfrom troit Police ourt: amending the Jonia city ciety is organized, and Sept 29 is set for ft
Deming, New Mexico, reports:
ch«rter;amending the Lowell village charter;
which was sunk by the City of Bume bell, Austin, Moon, Phelps, Henry,
"Capt. Smith, of the 4tu cavalry, had an en- authorizingthe village of Brtghion to borrow
fair date.
in n collision on the banks of Newfoundgagement
with
renegades,
about
thirty miles money : amending tbe Grand Rapuis PoliceCourt
Heistermau, Woodruff,
Curtis,
land on May 25. The names of the and against by Senators Edwards. Frau- irom Alms, in which three soldiers and three act; making it a felony to ns* explosivesfor
—Hudson orders all village dogs muzsoouts were wounded. The Indians unlawful purnoses;amending sections *W70 and
rescued men are Hubert Albert and c s, Cumth, Kempf. Sherwood,Pennell, Indian
zled.
The unmuzzled throng will be shot
were repulsed, hot with what loss is not known.
1 How ell, relativeto absent, coucealed.or nonFmuk Alphonse Marie. The City of Brown. Pulver, S. W. Smith, Hues ton, and Sixteen companies and sixty Indian scouta 667
resident defendants in chancery cases: to pro- at sight.
Romo left Liverpool on May 20, and Hawley. The committeeof the whole then are now in the field and will be shortly tect defendants when th-'y have given notice of
re-intorcodby two hundred Indian scouta set-off;pr vldlng tor bringing suits against cosailed from Queenstown the following day.
—The test well at Ludington developed
rose and recommended that all after the from the San Carlos Agency, Arizona,
There were on board 821 passengers. The enacting clanse of the bill be stricken out, composed of Toatos, Mojaves. and Arlvapal. operative insurance companies organizedunder twenty-two feet of rock salt at a depth of
the laws of other t-tates. Bids lost In the
weather was fine until Monday, when, after but the vote ou coucmriug stood yeas 15, At the time of the engagement with the troops Senate were: Amending sections 78i>:i, 75a7,
2,215 feet
(Jeronimohad hN women, numbering about one
a bright morning,a dense fog came on. At
navs 16. After one or two more dilatory thousand,in advance of thi warriors, of whom 78as, and 7KW, Howell, relative to actions of
ejectment:also, amending the general railroad
4:30, when the fog was thickest, the men for—The Mayor of Grand Rapids receive*
motions had been made and voted down, a there are thl. tv-four adult and half-grown
so as to establisha l^gal c arload nnd to
ward saw the spurs and masts of a bark ap- motion to indefinitely postpone the further braves. Gen. Bradley expresses the opinion law
define a legal fence. In the House add! ional a salary of $500 per year, just one-half as
pear in the west, barely twenty feet away. consideration of the bi 1 was adopted-yens that the renegades will, if nrcssed too closely, compensation at the rate cf $ i>er day during
strike lor Cook's Canvon, snd Into Mexico,east the session was allowedClerk Crossman. Bills much as the Governor of the great State of
It was too late to stop the City of Rome. The
16, nays 15. This disposes of the question of Doming. In anticipationof this move, two
passed th-* House: llevisingthe charter of Battle
signals to reverse the engines were given, but
for this session. While hanging may seem companies of troops have been sent to inter- Creek; for the creation of the office of commis- Michigan.
she struck the little bark and her iron bow in the light of sentiment to be cruel nud cept them at the canyon. The troops are crowd- sioner of toll-roads and toll-bridges; authorize
— Jtrae Kichi Kimnra, the Japanese medcut the George Jeanne with as little resist- possibly barbarous, the indications are that ing the reds on ail sides, and anotherconflict is ing Bar County to buy and maintain a Uiidge
expected
at any moment 6o f -ir eight men are
ical
student of the University, will start on
across Saginaw River; joint resolution submit
ance as if she bad been a cheese. A few spars the sentiment in favor of the return to capreportedkilled,three near Alma, and live in the ting an araendmeut to the people to fix the pay
floated on the sea and four men could be seen
a lecturing tour soon, and Milan has reMoxollon Mountains."
ital punishment is growing, and that it is
of members of the Legislature at H.UOU net sesstruggling in the water. Life-buoys were only a question of a little time before MichA Washington dispatch states that a telegram sion. House: Amending sectionMW, Howell, ceived the promise of a lecture.
thrown to
to them, and as soon as
as poss]’ '*
return to the system, as most of in regard to the recent Indian outbreak,of regulating rates of toll on plank-roads ; amendwhich the following is a copy, has been sent to
—The pistol used by Warren Scott, who
the steamer was stopped and backed
iickeu
g^tgg tjaYe (1OU0 that abolished it some the commanding Generals of the Divisions of ing section 4741, Howell, relative to burialgrounds; joint Ycsolutiou submittingan amendwhere the bark had been, and two boats years ago ns did this. It will be remem- the Pacific and of the Missouri:
committed
suioide at Bay City, had been
ment relative to the salariesof State office™;
were lowered. By this time one of the bered that a similar bill lacked several
“Use every exertionpossible, and call for all amendingsectionMM, Howell,relative t« the
given him by a friend,who, fearing his own
assistance of Federal troops you may require, sale of swamp lands; amending sections 6771
four fishermenhad sunk, two were clingvotes of passing the House four years ago, to suppress the Indian outbreak in Arizonaand
and 6772. Howell, relativeto probatecourts: for liability to shuffle off the mortal coil, deing to buoys, and a third floatedalongside while now it passed the House by a good
New Mexico.*These outragesmust be stopped the use of automaticcouplers on railroads, lulls
the steamer, supporting himself by a spar. majority,and the Senate is known to have in the shortest time possible, and every pr . cau- lost in the House: Providinglor uniform text- sired to rid himself of the weapon.
A saloon passengercried out, “I will give stood 16 to 16 had a direct vote on the bill tion taken to prevent their occurrence in books in primai v school; Increasing the useful—Louis Fischer, a helper in a Detroit
the future. Bv order of the Secretary of War.
ness of the Michigan weather service.The bill
£100 to anyone who will save that life." been had with a full Senate.
"R. C. Drum, Adjutant General."
brewery,
was loading ice into one of the upto
regulate
elections
was
tabled.
The man on the spar was doubled up, us
The above order is the result of a conference
MINORITY BILL PASSED.
The Dodge telephonebill was defeated in the per departments, when
large chunk
though chilledby the icy water. He had to
between
the
President,
the
Secretary
of
War,
At last, ou the 21st, it was found that
Senate on the 27th ult., by a vote of 43 to 33.
be rescued quickly or not at all. Several every Senator was present, and so it was aud Mr. Oliver 8. Teali, of New York.
slipped back strikinghim on the head,
This bill placed tbe rate for telephonesat $250
sailors prepared to jump over the side, decided to take up the bill providing for
per month, with 20 per cent reductionwhen ernshing bis skull and killing him instantly.
but they were preventedby Fourth Officer minority representation ou boards of diGILBERT A. PIERCE.
more than ono instrument was used by the
— Belva Lockwood doesn’t believe in adTurner, who rigged a rope around his body rectors,* with the Governor s veto. It had
same firm, the rate between towns to »>e 10
cents. The Senate passed bills to authorize dressing empty benches, and when East
ftud. taking another rope, had himself lowGovernor of Dakota Territory.
passed the House on the 14th by a vote of
the townships of Albion and Sheridan and the
ered to the man. Turner succeeded in get- 72 yeas to 18 nays, and its friends hoped to
city of Albion to transfercity property to Saginaw mustered but twenty-twopersons
ting the rope about the Frenchman's arm
the Board of Trustees: to amend the Hoard
secure the 22 Votes needed to pass it over
and neck. Strong arms pulled him half the veto by the Senate. And they were not
of Public Works ast of Grand Rapids; to to listen to her lecture she refused to
incorporate
the village of Birmingham,Oak- speak. The almost heart-brokentwentyway .up the side of the boat, when the loop disappointed, for the vote to pass it, the
laud County; to amend the statute relative to
slipped over his head and he fell back into Governor'sobjections to the contrary notthe Reform School; to protect all citizens In “two then sadly wended their way homethe water and sank out of sight. This was withstanding.stood, yeas 22, nays 10.
their civil rights; to amend the act to establish a Board of Police and Fire Commissioners ward.
the captain of the George Jeanne, Joseph Messrs. Cnrveth, Cline, Curtiss, Davenport. |
for Grand Rapids; for the appointment of a
Riondin. Meantime Albert and Mario were Davis, Edwards, Francis, Greiner, Hawley,
—An Amboy snake story Is to tbe effect
stenographerlor the Sixteenth Judicial Circuit;
picked up by the boats.
Heisterman, Henry. Hueston. Kempf, Manto amend and consolidate laws governing asy- that a man while passing a creek there saw
lums I or the insane:to amend the not to orwaring, Moon, Pennell, Phelps. Pulver,
ganize the Union School Districtof Sontn Lyon; and killed three moccasin snakes, the shortSherwood, Shoemaker, S. W. Smith, aud
to amendtheact to protect Hoating logs, lumber est being four and a half feet. Returning
Spencer voting yea, and Messrs. Austin,
and timber; for the deposit of the funds of Washtenaw County; to authorize
the appointment of to tho spot shortly he was attacked by anthor
Belknap, Brown, Carpenter. Hertzler,Huban assistant prosecutingattorney for Jackson
The Terrible Destruction Wrought by a bell, Monroe, G. A. Smith, Stephenson, and
other member of the family which he killed
County : to prevent the sale of obscene literature,
Woodruff voting no. The bill has now
etc. ; to amend the act relative to garnishees.
only after a fierce fight This last was over
Water Spout at Indianola,
been engrossed, properly signed by the preThe House passed bills: To authorize transcript
Nebraska.
or Judgment from the docket of one justice of five feet long.— Kalamazoo Telegraph.
siding oflicer and clerk of each house aud
the peace to another; to amend the statute reladepositedwith the Secretary of State, aud
— 'Tis said that the ngitniioaof tho labor
tive to the service of process on railroad comA sad calamity is reported from Indianola, so is now a law. Many attempts have herepanies; to amend the charter of the village of question iu tho Saginaw Val'ey is divertLowell; providing that certain men who served
Neb., by which three women and six chil- tofore been made to pass bills over vetoes,
In the First Regiment of New York Light Ar- ing capitalfrom manufacturing enterprises.
dieu lost their lives. All of them were but your correspondent,who has b?en
tilleryshall have all the rights and credits of all
Be this as it may, a cattle company has reBohemians, and belonged to the religions closely connected with every Legislature
other Michigan volunteers.The House began
Gilbert A. Pierce, Governor of Dakota Terrisince
1875,
and
even
the
Clerk
of
the
House,
feet called Mennonites. A dispatch from
the considerationof the Senate tax bill and cently been organized at East Saginaw to
tory, was born in New York State. He went to
Inditnola gives the following particularsof ,Hon. D. L. Crossman,who has been legis- Indiana when 16 years old, and 'subsequently went through with seventy-two sections,with operate iu Texas, They have bought 9,000
very few amendmentsbeing made.
lating
still
longer,
do
not
know
of
a
case
studied law at the Chicago University After
the disaster:
The bill providingfor an attorney fee in cases head of cattle and leased 200,000 acres of
hts
admission
to
the
bar
he
practiced
at Valpawhere
such
an
attempt
has
before
sucparty of seventeen Bohemians, on
Ind , for six months before the outbreak of foreclosure of mortgages by advertisement land. The company is composed of Home
route
Dundy Creek, camped in ceeded. Charges are made somewhat raiso,
of the war. "Upon the Monday following the
was lost in the Senate ou the 2Sth ult : the bill
Richmond Canyon, half a mile from freely that money was used to induce tiring upon Fort Sumter ho enlisted In Co. H, amending
of tbe most sagacious business men in that
section 6393, Howell,relative to salthe Republican River, nine miles some* of those who voted to override Ninth Indiana Volunteers,and was elected aries of Justices
of the Supreme Court, was also section.
Second Lieutenant. He served in Western Vireast of this place. At dark a heavy min set the veto, but it is hardly probable that these
tabled. Bills passed the Senate: Amending tho
ginia under Gen. G. B. McClellan and partici—Wo know a farmer who one day swore
in, and about 10 o’clock a waterspout burst charges are true. Some who formerly voted pated in the battles of Philippi, Laurel Hill, labor bureau act; prohibiting the manufacture
or sale of oleomargarineor butter substitutes;
n short distance above, flooding the hereto- nguiust the bill voted now to pass it over and Garrick’sFord. Upon June 3, 1861, he was
off
going to the saloon to spend leisure
making ten hours a legal day's laiior; amending
fore dry canyon to a depth of fifteen feet the veto, for the reason, as they said, that appointedCaptain and Assistant (Quartermaster sections 7836-7-8-9, Howell, relative to the hours, dug a well close by his barn, put
by President Lincoln, and was assignedto duty
This came down the canyon, each wave they preferred to see the question go to the at Paducah, Ky. He se-rv. d at Fort Donelson action of ejectment;requiring State institutlonH
submit their estimates down new walks about tbe house, and berising a foot or two higher than its prede- Supreme Court aud be forever settled.
and Shiloh and also in the Vicksburgcampaign..
to the Board of Charities and Corrections. came so interestedin his work that in five
MICHIGAN
SOLDIERS’
HOME.
He was promoted a Lieutenant Colonel and The Senate Committees on Adi roprlations and
cessor. The party was asleep in the
Two propositionshave been before the Chief (Quartermasterof the Thirteenth Army Finances and Public Buildings»ti>orteda con- years he was a rich man and happy as a fat
wagons. The one nearest the bed of the
Co ps tu 18i»3, and was made Colonel and
stream was occupied by John Mncek, his Legislature looking to the care aud comfort Inspector of Departmentisiti. By a written current resolution authorizing the Board of *
toby. He said it was the digging a well
wife, and son; the center one by John Os- of the patriots of the late war, many of order from SecretaryStanton he was assigned State Auditors to light tho Capitol nnd grounds
with electricity.Ordered printed. In the
mer, his wife, and four children,and three whom ore now old and feeble aud in desti- to duty as Special Gomn issioner of the War House the Governor noted ids approvalof the near tho barn that set him to thinking how
Department In tbe South, and served with Gen.
other children; and the third was occupied tute circumstances.One was the equalizaconcurrentresolution complimentary to Hon. many convenie ices a man could have at
Foster. Upon the surrender of Mobile he enby Joseph Havelic,his wife, and three tion of the bounties raid or promised, and tered that city with the victors.In 1865 Col. Cvreneus P. Black; also tho acts amending tac- very liltle trouble. — Nashville A’etrx.
the other the establishmentof a Soldiers’ Pierce was elected to the Indiana Legislature and tion. 6818, Howell, relative to courts held Inchildren.
justicesof the Peace, and reincor—Dr. P. B. Rose, of Ann Arbor, has
When the flood struck the wagons Hnve- Home. Both have been very largelype- was Chairman of tin Committee on Benevolent porating Alpena. The following bills
Institutions.In ls*W he was appointed one of
passed
the
House,
unless
otherwise struck a lead in his line that will probably
lic was the first to arouse. He jumped up. tioned for and both would be very
the HnanclalSecretary s of the United States
grasped the wagon tongue, and attempted desirable,but either will cost a Senate. He resigned this position to ac- noted: R.*incorporatlug Pontiac;revising and bring greater returns than a hitfie silver
consolidatingthe laws relative to the governmoney and both cept
editorial chair ou the Chito pull the wagon out of the water. Fresh large amount
ment of prisoner1,lo-t-ycas 48, nays 25— re- mine. Peptonizedbeef Is rapidly g' owing
cago
Inter
Ucnw.
1876
he
bewould
figure
up
to
a
grand
total
that
would
waves struck it. wresting the tongue from
considered.aud tabled; detaching territory
came
managing
editor of that paper, holdinto popularity as a food for those having
his grasp and carrying the wagon out into almost bankrupt the State. While the ing the position for several years. In 1883 he Irom Sodus and attachingit to Benton; to regulate the practice of pharmacy;amending the
House
some
weeks
ago
passed
the
bounty
weak stomachs. At prese- 1 it retails at 50
the raging flood.
became connected with the Chicago AVtca, and
general drainage laws.
resolution by
Osmer had already jumped from his bill, it was estimated that from $U>03,001) waa thus engaged wheu appointed as Governor Sir. Hampton requestingthe Governor to call a cents for a three-ounce package. Dr. Rose
Dakota. When the grand reunionof all the special session of the Legislature uext winter to
wagon and succeeded in getting his four to $5,000,000 would be required to carry of
armies took place at Chit ago in 1868 Gov. llorce perfect a tax law was laid over nnder the rule. Ins found a way to manufactureit so that
out
its
provisions,
and
it
has
become
quite
children to shore, but before he could rewas choscu to read t ho original poem on the ocresolution by Mr. Bates for final adjournment
it can be retailed for $1 a pound. The
turn to the wagon it was carried evident that Senate would not pass the bill. casion. He is the author of ‘•Dickens' Diction- AJune
13 was also laid oter under the rule.
down in the seethingcanyon. The first So on the 22d the House passed Repre- ary," publishedby James R. Osgood Co., of
Doctor has gone to Chicago, where beef
The
Senate,
at
its
session
on
the
29th
nit.,
reHe is also the author of several plays,
Macek knew of the situation he was sentative Northwood's bill “to authorize Boston.
one of which bus been quite successful.He has considered the vote by which tho enacting and pepsin are cheap, and will enter on
sailing down the stream. Seeing a tree the establishment of a homo for disabled written two novels. ‘'Peggy, a Country Heroclause of SenatorPhelps' bill for a uniform sys- tiie manufacture of the articleon an exjust ahead, he bade bis wife and son cling soldiers, sailors, and marines iu the State ine,” and “A Dangerous Woman." and also many of school text- books was stricken out, refused
sketches
for
the
leading
magazines,
etc.
to him, and that he would try to catch the of Michigan, "by a vote of yeas, 54; nays
to strike it out, and then tabled the bill. Both tended scale.
houses did some unimportant work in committree. He succeeded, but the sudden stop 23. It passed by a smaller majority than
—The statute is very stringent against
tee of the whole, and then adjourned to June 1.
shook off his wife and son, and they went was expected, because some who voted
HARD LINES FOR EDITORS.
To the Senate the Governor noted his approval the catchingof speckled ti out or grayling
down in the flood. Macek climbed into the against it preferredthe passage by the
of tbe followingacts; Concurrent resolution
Senate of the bounty bill. The bill appro- An Ohio Editor Receives a Coat of Tar complimentary to Cyreneus P. Black; amend- by any other method than by hook and
tree, from which he was rescued in the
priates $200,000, of which amount $125,ing section C818 Howell, relative to Justice line, and it should bo enforced against any
morning.
and Feathers.
courts; amending the Alpena city charter. To
But two of the eleven bodies missing 000 shall be collected and expended in
Norwalk (Ohio) special to Chicago Times: the House the Governor noted his approvalof person using tbe scoop net. The penalty
1885, and $75,000 in 1886, in the purchase
had been found.
Ray 8. Hathaway,a reporterfor the Toledo the following acta: To protect defendants in
In one of the wagons was a coffee-petin or preparation of a suitable site (not less Democrat, has bean in the habit of coming to actions when they have given notice of set-off ; is a fine of not more than $100 nor less
which was $1,200, which was washed away than 100 acres) and the erection of build- Norwalk and sending correspondence to his relating to the proof of instruments than $25, with cost of prosecution, or imfelony to
ings. It provides for the appointmentof paper embodying any gossip floating on the in writing; making it
and not recovered.
manufacture or use explosives for un- prisonment not exceeding thirty days, or
a
board
of
six
Commissioners,
with
the
surface
of
current
talk.
Having
printed
a
There was no wind. The storm was aclawful purposes; amending section 6747, both, in the discretion of the court. For
companied with thunder and lightning.It Governor as Chairman, who shall have lot of slush of this character, Hathaway Howell,relative to the sales of lands In pursuwould
come
to
Norwalk
on
the
noon
train ance of decrees in chancery; amendingSection citching trout or grayling loss than six
was simply a sudden deluge of water, which, charge of the entire enterprise,receive do- Sunday with a lot of his papers, which he
6670, relative to chancery proceedingsagainst
in the immediate vicinitywhere it fell, was nation of land or buy it, as they think wonld offer for sale. He came here as usual absent, concealed, or non-reridentdef ndants; inches iu length the fine is the same, or imten feet deep, and, as it spread, covered the proper, aud proceed with the erection of yesterday.This mornirg W. H. Peters, amending the Ionia city charter; authorizing prisonment not more than three months,
the buildings,etc. When completed, the Henry E. Smith, and C. L. Merry, IU merchants, the village,of Brighton to borrow money: to
prairieto a depth of three feet.
who had been attacked in the J/emorrat,took
citizens in their civil rights; authoriz- or both. —Kalamazoo Telegraph.
Fourteen soldiers belonging to the United home shall be under the charge of a com- matters into their own hands. Hathaway protect
ing the appointment of an Assistant ProsecutStates Cavalry were drowned in the same mander aud a suitablenumber of assist- was lured ont to the St. Charles Hotel barn ing Attorney in Jackson County ; amending Sec—Numerous incidents have been related
ants, the former to receive not to exceed to look at a l orse. Peters then seized and tion 8058, Howell, relative to garnishment procanyon in 1871 from a similar cause.
th"
past two days of people getting lost in
Merry
and
Smith
tied
his
hands
and
feet
A
ceedings in the upi>er peninsula;authorizing
$1,000 per annum* and all to be from
physician was also pnsent. Hathaway was
those eligible to admission to the House. then taken into the barn, where » pail of tar, a Albion Township to transfer propertyto Albion this vicinity in years past. One of the
city; amending the Grand Hapfas police-court
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY. .
It is ‘expectedthat at least 200 men would brash, and a has of feathers bad been previousmost remarkable cases was that of Nancy
be admitted as soon as the buildingswere ly placed. A coat of tar and feathers was
Greenbird, w|io was lost in the woods just
The Commissioner of Agriculture Issuos a completedand that the places of those who quickly laid upon Hathaway, and he was left
Another College Man.
to his own reflections. A revolver and “billy,"
Circular.
across
tin river from this village, in the
died in the years to come would be fully taken from his pockets* were turned over to
When the new reporter, just from
[Washington telegram.]
month
of Apr 1, nnd nhe w\s not found
supplied by the admission of those who are the Marshal. Hathaway was a *torry-!ooklng
Commissioner Cobnau, being anxious to vet able to pare’forthemselves. It is not sight alter he was released, and it took over an college, started ont to write up a fire,
until
tho
nett August. When her hou found
Obtain all,ihefuels possible pertaining to certain that- the bill will pass the Senate, hour’s work by a number of persons to clean the “fellows” who bad for many vears
him
up
so
that
he
could
tako
the
noou
train
to
her
up
nt
MichlpicotehRiver, about 150
been iu tbe harness smiled, and the
the dairy industry or the country, and par- but it is very likely to do so, in which event
Toledo. The men implicated in the affair say
ticularly respecting the mannfactnre of the bounty equolization bill will not "One they did not care what stories were retr iled managing editor, hearing of the joke,
miles from where whe ms lost, she was in a
articles designed for pure butter, but* or the other, but not both,” seems to be about them peradhalijl .but wh'fl the charac- laughed and said : “Now we shall have perfectly wild stale and almost nude. This
ters of their wives were assailed they vowed
terine, suine, petrola and the like com- the motto.
a thrilling account of the destruction of occutrence took place between forty nnd
vengeance.
>
pounds, has prepared a circular to manuTHE NEW TAX LAW.
Rome. It is a pity our Greek font of fifty years ago.— £aulf Sic. Marie Xetrn.
fuctuie;s of dairy products. It is his wish
A WisconsinEditor's Spine Badly Hurt
Discussion of the new tax bill began in
type is not in working order. He could
To place before Congress and the country the Senate on the 21st and has been kept
Sparta (Wis.) telegram: Amafimy took place tell us of all the great fires of Athens."
— The new Agricultural Commissioner
.a complete statement of the factory product up by special amngemeut most of the lime this morning »t 0. 1. Newton'd paper-mills, beThe young reporter came in .after intends, it is wud, to recommend to Conof cheese and butter, as welt as of their of the session since. Of course many tween that person and B. W. Perry, editor of the
y/emoi r <f. in the course of which both fell off a
adulterated imitations,and he suggests the minor changes hove been wa&e, but no stairwayto the ground, twelve or fifteen feet, awhile, and without miming his fingers gress a measure iu restraint of the raanupropriety of making monthly records of the ven- fnaterial one. and it was on the and sustained seriousinjuries Newton’s hip through his hair or muttering in Latin, factnn of o'.eomargariuenud other spurious
woric of feoch manufacturer, iu order that re- 23d ordered reprintedand placed on the was dislocatedsad Ferry badly hurt In the sat down and wrote the following:
batters. If he wants to trader a real
' i
turns may be obtained more readily for such ,ord$r pf third reading, where it will pass
“Last night about 11 o'clock an alarm
time ns may be deemed best to aggregate early this week. As it has neatly 120 sec- Big Libel Suit Against an Indiana Editor. of fire was sounded. The city was not service to the country he will confine his
the result October, he says, being the tions, many of which are quite long, any Fort Wayne dispatch: Jerry HilUgaaa, County thrown into an intense state of excite- recommendation .to tho prevention cf frau l
month when cheesemakingdeclines,it may abstract of the bill is ont of the Question, School Superintendent,
has auad tbe Fort Wayne ment, neither did any of our brave fire- in the sale of spurions for genuine butter.
be decided to have all the returns of butter bnt it is pronounced by all who nave ex- Daily Journal for$10,0)0 damages because tha
Journal recently charged him With drinking, men risk their lives. By the time the Tbe “spurious, when well nnd properly
itnd cheese production terminate then, amioed __
_
__
_ that
it to be a good one,
and one
tncompetency,e.c.
engines arrived the house, an old rat- made; is so mnch better than a good deal
allowing six months for the dairy season, j ^iif^thout doubt withstand all the obnest, situated in the eastern part of of the genuine that the mannfnctnrt*is
This would better deteimine the compara- jeotlons that can be raised against it by the
town, was almost destroyed. It is not
The SeventeeihTear Locusts*
tive production of one State with another, Judges of the Supreme Court or anybody
surh to continue: and instead of trying to
as in the summer months the conditions of else. The House may amend it materially, Washington telegram: Prof Riley says the believedthat the fire was tbe work of
prevent it, Congressand the Stale Legisseventeen-year
locusts*
whose
visit
fie
has
prefood will be more uniform, the cows con- bnt that is hardly expected. ,j
an incendiary, neither does the impresBurning Alike the natural grasses.
sion that it resulted from a defective latures should torn their ntt*.nt:on to
»

and

»

possible

o

a

MENNONITES DROWNED.

A

to

to

of

an

In

A

a

_

spine.

_

_

;

,

i

WOMAN

_

«

to get it

both were taken out

»

‘

SUFFRAGE,

.

X±\\}

on the 21st passed ky a vote trees.- Wherever young orenkrds have been
of yeas '81, nays 10, a joint resolutionsub- planted on land which haa been cleared daring
the Isstdeventoett years the trees are liable to
mitting to the people in April, 1886, the

any great extent”
The managing editor, when he read
the paragraph,turned to the new requestion of universal woman suffrage.
porter and said ; “You will make your
was .d^efcome by Such a question was submitted ten years .which 1$ ao destructiveto growing crops, baa mark, sir. Come into this room,” pointago, and defeated by a large majority, but
ing. “Take the position of city editor.”
**** 8 Wdd dow b. Mop.ed,
beak through which he sacks his nourishment.
—Jrkansaio Traveler.

Suffocatedin a Well.

and going down

•(

|Hi

The House

I

»

dead.

1

f

Obsebveb.

flue, prevail to

regulation in the intercut*of the public

and of mcra'ity. The

diffeiencebetween

the best product of tho dairy and of
factory is so slight that uo man cau
sure he has genuine butter unless he
\ goat.— Kree Preos.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WHXIAM

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

Otto Breyman

i

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Saturday, June

1885.

6,

ceived.

[orncuL.J
Council.

Common

of wearing flowers, jewelry, sweeping
Rremers & Bangs have a tall stock of
trains, etc., or the "devil's trash” as he
iondly termed them. He closed by hurl- Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint sod whitefng a mitsle at popular churches. Then wash brushes, which they are selling at
sister Dora arose and while weeping pro- low figuresfor cash.
fusely told the audience that "Some say it
Leave your ice orders with
ain’t no sin to dance and that’s what I
R. Ranters & Sons.
was lead to believe and I went to a dance
last Fridqy night, but bless God he has
forgiven me for that” This was followed
Advertisements.
by responses and groans. The Salvationists then sang a hymn to tune of "Little
brown jug,” accompanied by tambourines,
to recompense Dora, as much as possible,
for the loss of the next dance. Then Brc.
S. took the floor saying, "I have always
•
only that the
been opposed to music in church, that’s

The popular wagon mannfsctnrer

j.

tfayor.

Members present:Mayor Ranters, Aid.
Ter Yree, Bangs, Ranters, De Roo,
Bertsch and the Clerk.

Reading or the minutes dispensedwith,

rarmon ahd acoouhtb.
Vender Veen petitioned for use

of
part of the street, in front of bis lot on the
corner of Eighth and River streets, for
piling building .material—Granted sub-

ject to ordinance governing same and
where needed to display a light.

NOTHING NEW!
i

the reason that I did not testify last night,
Van Raalte & Reppel petitioned the but for not speaking last night I went
away a condemned man, and I resolved
council to remit the water tax on their
not to let another such opportunitygo by.
street sprinkler.— Tax remitted for this
I have been thinkingthat as God made
year but no hydrants to be opened for the
man and man made music, it must be all
purpose of getting water during a tire.
right and I learn that there will be music
The following bills were presented for In Heaven.” He told how much support
nayment:
he gave to the cause of Christ and what a
J. De Boer, teaming for fire dep’t, $1.35; good Christian he was. He was followed
M. Visser, fire department repairs, $1.50; by Brother Jeremiah who said "that be
arc being sold
F. Adair, painting 2 trumpets and one was very thankful to be able to meet with
hat, $1,50; 8. Reidsema, coffin and box these dear sitters once more, he bad been
Mr. Ver Ysel, $9.00; J. De Boer, I cnr fearfulthat he could not do so all day as CHE
BEFORE!
of coal for Water Works, $51.85; J. File- he had been quite indispond, (amen from
man, loan of wagon 4 days, $1.00; J. Bro. B. and laughter from the boys.) I
Plulm, 1 day’s labor on streets, $1.25; began to tire of these kind of testimonials
Wm. Uoseboom, 25^ day’s labor on sis., so I will be more merciful to the reader )Ve guarantee that a gallon mil cover 275
$31.88; P. Winters, salary eng. water than they were to me, and will not bring
square feet, tico coats, and that they an a
works, May, 1885, $83.34; Edw. Vaupell. any more of them before you. Near the
salary as City Marshal, May, 1885, $33 33; close of the meeting they called upon me
C. Ver Schure, salary as city treasurer, for remarks but I told them no I was too
May, 1885, $22.92; Geo. H. 8ipp, salary as great a sinner, my greatest sin being a lark
to any In the market.
city clerk May, 1885, $33.33; A. Huntley, ot charity for the idiosyncrasies of others.
salary as engineerof fire dep’t, $8 33; H. It was late when I got home and I was
Visser, iron for flagstafl', $4 00; P. Koning, tired and sleepy so I quickly retired,was
fixing flagstaff halyards, $5.00; H. Heck- soon In the “land of nod” and dreaming
For information and itinerated sample book,
call at
man climbing flagstaff,.50; J. Kramer and that the old gentlemen that keeps tbe
Geo. H. Sipp, expenses to Muskegon on post office at Ventura,i never could think
water works business,$0.00; A. Huntley, of his name, appeared at my bedside tryrepairing hydrant, etc., $3 25; E. Lantlng, ing to sing to tbe tune of Mollie Darling.”
spikes, $3.10; Meyer, Brouwer & Co., We’ll roll tbe old chariot along
But we won’t lag on behind
feather duster, .75; R. E. Werkman, lumHolland, Mich., May 18, 1885.
ber per contract. $50.38; H. Visser, staple If tbe advent lain the Way we’ll stop and take
him In,
and bars for jail, .75; R. Hall, building
But we won’t lag on behind,
sidewalk, $1.50; J. Fixter, 100 bundles If Mowray te in the wa^, we’ll roll it over him
!
But
we won’t lag on behind.
clippings, $2.50; J. De Boer, teaming,
LINE /
‘Grandmother.’’
$0.21.— Bills allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer tor the
New and Commodious
several amounts, excepting bills of J. FixList of letters remaining in tbe postter $2.50, and J. De Boer $6.21, which office at Holland, Midi., June 4, 1885:
were referred to the committee on claims
Orry Bush, W. R. Compton, Mrs. G. R.
and accounts.
Morrison.
R. T. ROGERS. Master.
aiporrs or standing committees.
Will leave Holland at 2 p. tn., on SUNDAY,
Wm.
Verbeek,
P.
M.
The committee on Poor reported preTUESDAY and THURSDAY, for Sangaturk and
senting the cemi monthly report of the
Chicago. Returning, will leave U’Connor’a dock,
north end Rueh-st bridge at 8 p. m.
ima
Director of the Poor and said committee,
To-morrow.
recommending $23.00, for the support of
Fare, $2.00. Round Trip, $3.50.
First Reformed Church, services at
the poor for the two weeks ending June
CHAS.E. BIRD. Clerk.
17, 1885.— Approved and warrants or- 9:30 a. in., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
dered issued on the city treasurer for the 3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Lot.
several amounts.
Without exceptionthe finest location in the

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

IFAIUTS

.....

flieman

ity

Holland, Mlcb., June 2, 1885.
The Common Council met in regular
•esaion and was called to order by the

£<

ly hymn accompanied by tambourine. The people of the city must recollect
Then the leader said "Now let us have a that! have a choice and fresh stock of
real hallelujah, free and eae\j% tree for all groceries. My goods are sold at low
figures and you will save money by calling
to speak, now who will be first.” Bro.
Mowrav of course wanted to be first, so he at my store. l?-2t D. BERTSCH.
began by giving ua quite an harangue on
An immense stock of statlonerv jupt resecret societies as being entirely anti-Cbrlst.
yates & Sane.
Also some scathing remarks upon the van-

Jewelry, Watches,

has In stock a number of the

CUTTERS

DIAMONDS,

NorthwesternSleigh Company,

BANGS'
DRTJO STORE.

HOLUND-SAUGATUCK-CHICAGO

STEAMBOAT

Prop.

A. B. TAYLOR

Business

The Mayor

presented a written message
announcing the death of ex-Mayor John
Roost, which said message and the accompanying resolutionsof the Common Council were ordered spread on the minutes,
and printed in the Holland City Nbws,
De Orondwt and De Hollander.

Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:30 Rev. N. M. Steffens will occupy the pulpit. Subjects: Morning,
"Peter walking on the sea.” Afternoon,
"Holy baptism.”
Hope Reformed Church— Services at

Strength and Durability

Rear

Tbe largest assortment of

D

I

A.

O

IKT

D

R

I 3ST

O S

ever diiplayed in this city.
I

also have a lot of
I

ijghs

of Every

FARMERS

also

keep on band a large assortment of

Description.

on hand which I propose to
Sle!?

sell at

SPECTACLES

COST.

and a

OTHERS FULL

and

LINE OF GOLD PENS.

wishinganythingin my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

All the

Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.

which

I am prepared to do repalrirgand en
graving promptly and in tbe best manner

I will sell at astonishingly
low prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

Call and examine and give me a trial.
J.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23.

Come and examine our

FLIEMAN,

No

stock.

trouble to show Goods.

1881.

BREYMAN.

O.

Holland. Mich., May

Mortgage Sale.

12, 1884.

Default having been made In the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Mary 0. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dated tbe eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
111
and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of September. A. D. 1874, In the office of the Registerof
JGro&tastInducements ever offered. Now’s your time to get up
deeds for Ottawa county, State of Michigan
orders for our celebratedTeas
Ltber No. 1, of mortgages, on psges 220 and 221.
sad Coffees. and secure a beautiAnd the said Daniel Pratt having since di«i tesful Gold Band or Moss Rose China
tate. and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sous of
Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated
aald deceased, having been duly appointedthe executors of hU lust will aud testament,as well as
being the re.ldnary legatee* named in said will,
an authenticated copy of which said will and the
probate thereofwas recordedin the Register’s
office, aforesaid.May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there Is claimedto be due ut the date hereof,
the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedollars and eighty cents: Notice Is hereby given that
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
therein described, to- wit: All that tract or parcel of land,
situate in the 8tate of Michigan, in the county of
R, B,
D, Prop'r.
Ottawa, in said Bute, and describedas follows,
to-wit : all of lot four that lies on tbe north side of
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad,in Section 14,
Mr. Henry Lubenga a competent preTownship eighth north of Range 16 west, and also
scription clerk, has charge, and will be
that part of tne east half of the northeastquarter
of said section which lie* soath uf the state road, found at all hours, ready to compound
containing about thirty-fiveacres of land; also all prescriptions in
thoroughly reliable
that part of lot nnmber four, south of the Detroit manner.
aud Milwaukee railroad, In Section fourteen Jn
townshipeight, north of range sixteen west, containing one and a half acres of land, in said county
A complete assortment of
of Ottawa,at iho front door of the court house of
said OtUwa county, in the city of Grand liaven<
TOILET ARTICLES AND LOW'S
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
o'clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
Everythingapertaining to a first class drug
said mortgage with Interestand costs.
store will be kept constantly on band.
Dated May twenty-second. A. D. 1885.

GOOD. NEWS
LADIES.

WARD

FIRST

Drug Store.
BEST, M,

a

FEMES,

DANIEL PRATT,
CHARLES PRATT,

will be sold at a sacrifice, present owner having no further use for It. Lot located on southwest corner of Eighth and River streets.
J. R. KLEYN,
Holland, Mich., Jan . ?9,
&2.tf

GIVE

Executors and ResiduaryLegatees as aforesaid.
R. \V. Duncan, Attorney.

CLOTHING

ALL.

ITS A.

Holland, Midi., June

1885.

HIGGINS,

at

sonable Prices,

they best everything.The dash U a* new device
which cannot be broken.

city

B. P.

ail Fancr Sooit,

Opjo and Silver Watches

of Milwaukee. The.e cutter* for ea?e and comfor are superior,while In

PER THAN EVER

KREMERS &

Plata,

Silremrs,

made by the

M

SUPERIOR PAINT,

-dealer in-

O
R. B. BEST.
27,

1884.

!

10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
The City Treasurer reported for the Pastor. Subjects: Morning, Communion.
have opened a ihop In Knlte’s old meat market for
month of May 1885.— Filed.
the mAnufactnreand repair of all klnda of
Sacramental address. Evening, "ProfitThe Street Commissioners reported for able reception of divine Grace.” Congregational singing. Opening anthems by
the month of May 1885.— Filed.
!
i
The Marshal reported the number of the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
ing it one of the best In this section of the state.
sidewalks repaired and receipt of the city meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Ail are
from a tin whiatle to a smoke stack.
welcome.
treasurer for $24.08, sidewalkmoneys colOur ClothingStore is now open.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D. COPYING ASD INDIA IMWOHI A SPECIALTY
lected.— Filed and the moneys ordered
charged to the city treasurer.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., and
No. 22 South River Street.
Come and see my new quarters. Eighth street
The Hook and Ladder Co. reported hav- 2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
EAVES TROUGHS, CONDUCTORS,
near
the
crossing
ol
Fish.
ing elected Acton Seif and Jacob Arndt Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Next to Meyer, Brouwer & Co.
as members of said company, and the res- In the morning tbe services will be conB.P. HIGGINS,
CHIMNEY AND WINDOW CAPS,
Hollaxd, Mich., May 28.
16 tf
ignation of I. Alcott si member of ssld ducted by Theol. Student, D. Scholien.
company, subject to the approval of the Afternoon,preaching by Rev. John Van
der Meulen, of Ebenezer.
common council- Approved.
OOMMUNICATIOXS fBOM CITT OmCERI.

CLOTHING!

PHOTOGRAPHER

CLOTHING

SHEET METAL WORK

18S5.

Protection Hose Co. reported the elec
tlon of John A. Pieters as member of said
company, subject to the approvalof the

common council— Approved.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,
"Ail Inordinate motions and affeciionsare
condemned by the law of God.” Afternoon, "The complete armour of a soldier

Eagle Hose Co. reportedthe election of
Theodore Bosmao as member of said comipanyand the resignation of Roelof Astra of Christ.” Evening, “The mission field
as member of said company, subject to the of West Africa.
approval of the common council— Ap
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serproved.
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Council adjourned,
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
GKO. B. SIPP, (Mu Clerk. Georee, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,

And 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Ventura,
Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7 :80.
Morning, "Seeking Jesuc.” Evening,
The late rain makes the crops look
“The beautiful queen’s fearful venture.”
more encouragingto farmers. They are
complaining however of cutworms in
Try Ayer’s Cathartic Pills! They are
their corn fields, many having had to plant

over

again ..... Everybody

and

everybody’a girl went to the show at flclland
Wednesday. We hope that Ventura will
be as well represented at the fair this fall.
... .The Salvation Army has been holding
. lorth again for the past two weeks at the
Wesleyan Church. Many have been lead
to look to the welfare of their souls. One
evening I overheard the minister of the
First Wesleyan Church of Ventura telling

mild and pleasant in action, but thorough
and searching In effect.

CARD.

We desire to thank tbo many friends
who rendered ua aid during the Illness,
death, and burial of our husband and
father, John Roost.
Mrs. J. Roost and Children.
Holland,
Mich., June 5, 1885.
a young lady that she could not be, a
‘Christianand wear those plumes upon her
That taint of scrofula in your blood
hat and that she must take them off. 8he
quietly told him that she would if he can be wholly eradicated by Ayer’s Sarwould take off his necktie and collar. He saparilla.
said he would consequentlythey appeared
m their respective places Sunday minus
IMPORTANT.
the sinful articles, the lady having covered
When yon rtilt or lea?e Haw York City, aare
the void left by the feathers with an ele- Uaegagc, Expruaaage,and Carnage hire and stop
the Grand Union Hotel, oppoaite Grand Cengant bow of ribbon ..... Madam Grundy at
tral
,
says there will be a
in the near

wedding in

future.

this place

Zekb.

An evening with the Salvationisti.—
had heard and read so much about the
Salvation Army and hearing that a couple
of the members were holding meetingsat
Ventura, I naturallybad some curiosity,
I won’t disgutae my motive, to go and see
and bear bow they conducted their exercises. I don’t know how they opened the
meeting for on account of my age and in-

I

Depot.

Elegant room* fitted np at a coat of one million
dollar*, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Beatanrantaapplled with the
beet. Horse car, atagea, and elevated railroad to
all depote. Famine* can live better for lee*
money at tbe Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel In the
IMy

city.

.

The property D0W owned and occupied
arrived by H. Roenlgaborg,u a boarding house,
they were singing a hymn to tune of can be purchased at a reasonablefigure,
"Grandfather’sClock.” This
fol- or the property will be leased to a good
lowed by reading from Scripture by one tenant on good termi.
of the Salvatlonlata. Then staging by all,
H. Roeniosboro.
air MWe won’t go home till morning/’ fol
Holland, Mich., June 4, 1885. !48-8t
{owed by grayer by Broa. Mewray and
_____ , ^
_________
. Tbe principal
ladies and Misses have you seen my
part of the petitions being "Oh Lord take stock of Jerseys tad light fancy ahawla. 1
all pride froa our hearts and flowen and have them In all aradet, shades, and
feathers from our bonnets.” Then tbe qualities. Cell and make your purchase
Salvationists arose aad sang another live- early.
D. BERTSCH.
firmity I was a little late.

When

dm

SMS,

ETC,

CLOTHES WRINGERS REPAIRED

SARSAPARILLA

ttTSS

genuine Honduras Sarsaparilla) is its
base, and Its powers are enhanced by
the extracts of Yellow Dock and Stlflingia, the Iodides of Potassiumand

Q

fiANSES AND

put up, removed or repaired.

PROPRIETOR.

parts of tbe world, has proved Its efficacy as tbe beat blood alterative known
to medical science.

Mr.

JOHN

ROOST

A.

employed as clerk in tbe store and will
welcome all bis old friends and customers and tbe public generally.
is

Iron, and other potent Ingredients.

your blood vitiated by derangements
*9 of the digestiveand assirallatoryfunctions? Is It tainted by Scrofula? or
does It contain the poison of Mercury
or Contagious Disease?
leading physicians of the United
I lit States, who know the composition
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, say that
nothing else so good for the purification or the blood is within the range of

TUP

Call

Early and See Our Stock.

Holland, Mlcb.,

April

22,

1885.

TiUlitiui&mil&ootlig!
St»a

fitting ui

Plobtj

Will make estimates to fit up houses for hot and
cold water, stationary waah tabs, bath tubs, wash
stands and water closets.Drive wells put down
and removed and pumps repaired.

VAN LANDEGBND A KERKUOF.

12-8tn

Holland, Mich., April 23, 1885.

12tf.

SPBIISra -AlTD STJMIAHH,.

pharmacy.

nui v

by tbe UM °* th,s remedy is it
possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of the destructivetaint to posterity.

UHkv

a

L.

S.

VAN DEN SERGE,

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

THOROUGHLYBiHiiiBiiiSa
of the system must
Include not only tbe removal of corruption from the blood, but Its enrichment and the strengthening of the
vital organs.
DEI IADI C witnesses, all over the
VlbLIADLlL world, testifythat this
work Is better accomplished by Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla than by any other

& Fancy Goods.

Millinery

Ail are invited to come and see their selected stock.

Holland, Mlcb., May

6,

1885.

remedy.
weakened through diminution of the
red corpnic
jclea Is msdo strong, by
Ayer’s
sarsaparilla.
er’s Sari

PURIFYING

REOICINEte'fflte

TVIIViROD

ATTENTION

BLOOD 22

Plug Tobacco.

Farmers and

Sold by

the

Elm

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
by
Co., Uvwai

paesd
Dr. J. O.

Ayw

*

Mm*

Grocers and Toits

We will boy all the Stave and Heading excellent chew, delicious flavor
Bolts yon can make and deliver tbe year and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inchea long.
White Aah Stave Bolta, 80 inchea long.

workPs confidence,is

all

Woodsmen. bacco Dealers. Noted for
round, vis:

___

17-2t

MACES,

AYER’S

I

wm

BIRD,

F\

Of Confidence.’

time In serious cases, but benefit will
be derived from the use of Ayir’s
Sarsaparilla more speedily than
from anything else.

£pttiat £Jot«w.
To Rent or For Sale*

WORTHY

Slave Bolta, 88 inchea long.

Black Aab Stave Bolta, 88 Inchea long.
Black Aab Beading Bolta 88 inchea long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 Inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in*
formation apply lo Filter’* Slave Factory.

ED.
or to

'

____

VER SCHURE,

•

>

^v-

.

__

chews Nimrod. Send

for

samples.
B.

W. VER ABLE * OO.

M-ly

To.

Bupt.

G. Tan Putten A Sons* store.

.... ____ i

manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetnine “everybody
is

Hallxtt Book

_

_

L-i

Cfc,, Portland,

Mains. 4*-ly.

NO POISON

and sinew. Some of them went down In the
Sale.
smoke of battle and others from lingering sickA Foundry and Fintablng shop Cheap
ness. The fkther and husband reads In the on reasonable terms, inquire of
Vi. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher. morning his letter from home where he would so
W. H. Demmino,
much love to be. At night his lifelessform lies
Holland, March, 5,
5-3m
Terms of Subscription.
upon the field where he fell and angels must an$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 76 if
swer the letter. The boy of sixteen Is sick In the
New stylet of straw, manila, and lur
paid at thru months, and $2.00 if
hospital. Fever and pain torture him, and Oh I hats In large variety has just been npaid at six months.
how he longs for but the stroke of his mother's ceivedat
D. BERTSCH'S.
hand over that fevered brow and those aching temPates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly ad vertlaera nave the privilege of three ples, but the mornings and evenings bring not
A fine lioe of Blank Books just re
mother nor home, and one evening, just as the sun ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane.

For

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

THE PASTRY

1885.

annum.

....

Is

throwing his good night kisses over the eastern

I

have opened a Second Hand Store and will bay
and sell all second hand articles , such as

FURNITURE.
STOVES.
ETC.

I have the best assortment of Dress

17-21

HU

victorious Union

have some very fin** good* on hand now which
he sold at a’-tnuLbimrlv low tiguroa. When
you desire a new lot of lurnhure or a stove give
mo a call and see ll I haw not got somethingthat
you want and I will

SAVE YOU MONEY!
If

soldiers.''Upon that day, between the rising and
setting of the sun, 200,000victorsof the Rebellion

marched by that banner and through the streets
of the city of Washington. The bannersthey bore
were tatteredand torn but they were glorified with
victory.While their ears heard the shouts of welcome and they saw the arms of a glorious people
extendedto them, yet within every breast was a
differentthought. It was the thought of his home
where loved ones were waiting for him. To me It
has been beautifully said that "home Is only
where some one Is waiting to greet ua." There
are men before me here who were then thinking of
their own home circle, countingthe days when Its
peace and quiet could again be enjoyed. Men who
were thinking of the extendedarms at the gate of
the old homestead.
Yes, fellow citizens,the home Is the unit of the
family and of the Union, and for a little time I deIre to liken our nation to the homes and call It
the house in which we live.

After its foundationshave been laid and

Liver complaint. you
rude copies of 15,000 real ones that hang ip the
have a printedguaranteeon every bottleof Shihomos of our own state.
loh's VIitalizer. It never fails to ccure. For sale
No, no, fellow citizens, we cannot scatter by Yates & Kane.
flowers upon all of their resting places to-day, for
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
we could not find them If we would, but we will Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
drop garlands and wreaths to their sweet and hal- sale by Yates <L Kane.
lowed memory, and I know that when we have
Fresh, pure Drugs confl'antlyreceiving.
done that, their rich perfume and beauty will be

am also manufacturing

lin iri

M

In

Hire

I

and have a large assortment now on hand. Call
and make yonr purchases of me aud

MAKE MONEY

Powder

A. B.

Holland, Mich., May

!

BUSMAN,

1885.

14,

THE BEST
Hair rostorativoIn the world ’(a Hall’s
Hair Kknkwkr. It cures all dUeascn ot
the scalp, and stimulatesthe hair friandr
to healthful action. It stops the falling of
the hair; prevents its turning gray : cures
baldness, and restoresyouthful color and
freshnessof appearance to heads already
white with age. The following are a few
illustrationsof what la done
,

by

HALL’S
Vegetable SiclUan

SPECIAL

lifted

HAIR RENEWERii
*9*- Mas. H rmsi mt, 844 FraUtU* iss*
Brooklyn, If. Y., after a sevsre attack of Erysipelas In the head, found her hair— already
gray— foiling off so rapidly that she soon became
quite bald. Une bottle of Hall's Haw Rabrought It back aa soft, brown and
thick as when the waa a girl.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

of life and remember those anxious years of her
peril. It Is well for us

who

less distinctly recall

those days. But above

all It

is

loving influence It will have
Its

, walls erected,when it has been made to shelter us

TllE

1

^PRICES

YATES & KANE.
away upon the wings of our devotionand
gratitudeto the home of their loyal spirits.
And fellowcitizens,how grandly well It Is for us
to stop occaslonly, at leaet upou these anniverWe have just received a large new stock
sary days, and consider some of the costs of this
National Home. It Is well for these men who of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
have been through the smoke of battle. It Is well spring and summer trade. The Htock is
for you who have given your husbands, fathers, complete and embraces the latest styles of
brothers, and sons, as a part of Its cost. It is well Ladies' aud Gents' Shoes, which are sold
for you who are passing down the farther hillside at reasonable prices. We sell

store Is on FIGBTH STREET
CORNER OF FISH STREET.

yon buy. Mv

NEAR

WE MAKE OUT ONI QUALITY.

FUR DYSPEPSIA and

ETC.

I

S7

we owe to the

'P.TO.

will

_

pay is the debt

BOSMAN, Proprietor.

A. B.

we stoop to hear the last whisperingsof
Goods in the CUv. Ladies wanting a new
"mother and home," and the remains of our boy,
dress should call and examine my stock
our blossomingman, are turned under the furrow
before purchasing.
of war in that Southernclime. Another loved one
Continued from First Page.
D. BERTSCU.
went out from among you. Be lett a home as
me to-day. I know they are tied to you In memdear as yours or mine. About the hearthstone
For fresh herbs and pure drugs go to
ory as they are not to us. The cords of love, uugathered his little ones, and as they climbed upon
the Ceoiral Drug store.
eeen to the world, cords though lengthened by dihis knee after the day's work was ended, and the
viding years are not alone set vibrating by these
loving wife added her comfortand cheer, he
Croquet sets, Base Ball goods and
Memorial Days.
called It Heaven. But he loved his country, too.
Fishing Tackle. Call and see.
The old muskets hanging over the fire place, the
The day’s battle was a hard one. The enemy outYATES & KANE.
rusted sword and scabbard standing In the corner,
numbered them and a prison wall surrounds him.
the coat of blue, the picture taken in military cosThe hours, days, and weeks pass so slowly by.
THE REV. GKO. H. THAYER, of Bnnrhon.
tume and sent home, the old canteen or worn The mid-heaven sun pours his hot and burning Ind., saya: “Boih mvself and wife owe our lives
to SHILOH'S CONSUMPTION CURE" For salt
btble carried through those anxious years, those
rays upon him. Half fed, famished and starving,
by Yates A Kaue.
letters to loved ones-Ah, how at mom-,
the ruddy cheek becomes pale and wan. How his
ing and noon and night their presence,like
ARE YOU MADE miserableby Indigestion,
weary, emaciatedform drags about within that
Constipation. Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
fingers of bygone days, play over the harpdirty death pen, with only heaven’s canopy for a
Vanilla, Lemon, Orange, ete„ flavor Cake*,
8kln? Shiloh’s Vitalizeris a positive cure. For
strings of love and memory until their sad,
Creams, Paddings, Ac. ,as delicatelyand natcovering. When he has become too weary or sale by Yates & Kane.
urally
as the fruit from which they are made.
sweet music has shut out all the world beside.
weak to walk and he has lain down for his last
But not alone should these soldiers’ relatives
coug
FOB
STRENGTH AND TRUE FRUIT
night’s rest upon earth. While he Is dreaming of
will give Immediate relief. Price 10 eta. B0 cts.
and broken families do homage to our fallen heFLAVOR THEY STAND ALONE.
his far-away home, his wife and his little ones,
and SI. For sale by Yates & Kane.
roes. Far more proper would it sqem for those
MUSARIO IV THI
his heaven hero below, then do guardian angels
home circles to furnish the richest floral offerings
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY-a positive
steal down and bear his loyal spirit to Its eternal
Price Baking
Co.y
euro for Catarrh, Diptherlaand Canker Mouth.
whose flower beds have not been tramped upon by
home. What little there is left of the material For sale by Yates A Kame.
Chicago,
01. Louifl,Me,
war, and the fragrance of whoso memory docs not
BAKINS OS
father,husband,soldier,Is covered with a little
arise from the crushed forget-me-notsof husbands,
HACKMETACK"a lasting and fragrant perdust In the corner of the prison yard. Bow many
Dr.
Pries'*
Crssm
Baking Powdsr
fume. Price 25 and 50 cents. For sale by Yates
fathers,and sons.
times have these men whom we call veterans gone & Kano.
-AND—
Twenty years ago last Saturday, upon the walls
out to perform these sad rites and the tears that
ot the capltolof our nation was suspended a bauSHILOH’S CURE will immediately relieve Dr. Price’s Lupulin Yeast Gems,
fell from their eyes, were the only ones that ever
Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale
Best Dry Hop Yeost.
by Yates & Kane.
F033. SAX.B
Q-SIOCX3UB.
hill tops,

el

IF

17-St

C Baainaas Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines. $2 per
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
gyAli advertising bills collectableanarterl

Second Hand Stor

girls

who now

live

HBvm

EXTRACTS

Fargo’a Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.
L.

MOST PERFECT MADE

8PRIET8MA & SON,

Holland, March 19,

well for the liberty

1885.

49* Mr. Kibuno, an old former, near Warsaw, Ind., bad aearcclyany hair left, and what
little there waa of it had become Marly white.
One bottle of Hall'i Hair Rrmrwrr stopped
Its falling out, and gave him a thick, luxuriant
bead of hair, as brown and freah aa ha aver had.

7-ly

upon the boys and

CQICAOO.
3V

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,

and shall live after the last vet-

Hail

eran has ceased to tell his story. These days are

itoiufci.

ST.

LOUm

from the storm, to protect ns from the heat of
watch fires upon the altar of Freedom. They
summer and the cold of winter, may we not well
cause ns to love better and appreciatemore this
Ohlc&go and West Michigan Hallway.
slop a few momenta each year to count Its cost
glorious temple.
and enquire about its builders aud finishers. I
The old Romans used to place statues of t£eir
Taking Effect Sunday, May 24, 1885.
need not tell you the , grand outside symmetry of
From Chicago
dead heroes In the porches and passage ways ol From
this National Borne, nor of its Inside furnishings
to
to Holland.
their dwellings, so that as they went in and came
and adornmenta, for these are oft repeated stories.
Ni’t
Ni’t
out, when they sat down and when they rose up,
Exp. Exp. Mail
Mall. Exp Exp.
TOWNS.
Every man walks upon its carpets and Is proBILLY'S
PARLORS
chose marble forms would speak to thon^ In sitected In his rights by the strong walls of justice,
p m. p.m. a. m.
lence of the names and heroic deeds of those p.m. p.m. a.m.
you an get a
equality aud law. Every man is allowed the
25
8 25 9 63 •140
whom they would ever have in remembrance. 9*53 1 25 10
10 42 But Saugatuck 8 10
10 16
4 19
freedom of Ita halls, its corridors and its parlors.
But no marble statues will ever be nccesssry In 10 30 . • • 10 62 New Richmond 8 00
4 09
Shaye.!
The poorest, the richest, and the weakest, are ac- the homes of the soldier. No! nor In the homes 11 27 2 25 11 37 ..Gd. Junction. 2 25 8 52 3 17
corded equal privileges. The front doors and the of those who saw their dear ones go out at the 11 50 i 40 11 55 ..... Bangor ..... 2 01 8 40 2 65
1 15 3 28 1 30 .Benton Harbor. 12 42 7 52 1 35
Scientific
back doors are open with a welcome to the downbeat of the drum in defense of the old flag, and
1 23 3 35 1 40 ...St. Joseph...12 35 7 45 1 25
trodden find the oppressedof the world. Yes, it is
4
i3
2
40
2
60
11
85
12
10
..New
Buffalo..
6
65
Where the pillows for years,
600 7 10 7 10 ....Chicago... . V 00 4 00 9 30
so free that the poorest boy, bom In poverty and
Have been wet with tears
a. m. p. m. p.m.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
For the boys who never returned.
want, may climb from the buement of life up the
at any time.
But under the stars and stripesthe soldier must
windingstairways of our Republic until he reaches
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From
Holland
to
not
be
forgotten
In
this
generation.
These
MemFrom Gd. Raplda
that one high seat of honor overlooking the naGrand Rapids.
to Holland.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
tions of earth. And do we owe anything for the orial Days are the statnes in the passage ways our
p. m. p.m. a. tn.
a.m.
p.m p.m.
building and protection of such a home as this? children are following.• • • •
9 53 325 •4 45 ... .Holland.... 10 15 1 25 9 35
The late war las shown us one happy truth, and ..... 3 36 4 56 .. ..Zeeland.... 10 02
The gray-haired man is seen by the dusty wayside
9 21
.....
8 55 5 15 ...Hudsonvilie: 9 45
9 05 Ladles hair cleaned and dressed In the latest
planting a maple sprig. We stop to ask him why that Is that America Is the home of a common
fashion.
4 C7 527 ... Grandvllle .. 9 32
8 53
patriotism.
Beside
the
boy
born
of
a
long
line
of
he should plant, and leaning upon his spade he
10 45 4 25 546 ..Grand Raplda. 9 15 12 35 *8 351
American ancestors, stood shoulder to shoulder p.m. p.m. a. m.
tell* us, "For those who are to come after me.”
a.m. p.m. p.m.
IB8KLAS3 TOILET WATER FOR SALE
Years psss on and thousands of weary travelers with him Id that terrible struggle the man who but
MUSKEGON
BRANCH.
a few short years or mouths before was the aub
stop to rest under its spresdiog branches.
From Holland
From Muskegon
W. BAUMGARTEL,
to Holland.
The pioneer fathers came In here thirty, forty, ject of some European power, and it seems to me
Holland, Mich.. March 10. im.
p.m. pro. p.m.
and fifty yean ago. With strong arms they hewed that laurels could not be more worthily worn than p.m a. m. a m.
825 10 20 t5 80 ....Holland ..... t 15 3 05 9 40
away the forestsand sowed the sunshine over the by thoso men, who volunterred to defend a land
8 48 10 40 557 ...WcatUllve.,.
2 38 9 17
fields until they have become the smiling hostess other than their native bills. We shall never for*58 10 48 607 ...Johnavllle....
2 30 9 07
of yonr homes to-day. Many, If not most of those get them. They have given us suchau earnest 4 10 11 05 6 30 ..Grand Haven. 12 28 2 10 8 50
4 15 11 13 640
12 28 2 00 R 40
early pioneers, have gone, but you hold them In testimonial of their loyalty, and have declared
4 51 11 55 722
11 55 1 20 •8 02
their
intentions
to
citizenship
with
such
sacrifice
reverence for what they have wrought.But we
p.m a.m. a. m.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
ask, to whom do we owe this debt of gratitude for that we an never doubt their devotion to our naALLEGAN BRANCH.
this social temple? Bow well might a part of the tion and her institutions.
From Holland
From Allegan to
Holland.
answer come from the veteranswho are present Ttme does not permit me to draw lesson for the
p.m. a.m.l
with ns. But if we were to ask them iu memories the future(but let us remember that the freedom P-®. ..... a. m.
8 25
n 15 .... Holland ..... 5 15 10 15 ...
vivid with war, but with silentlips as to their own of this national home Is only for things that are
3 40
to 30 ....Fillmore.... 5 00 9 50 ...
pure,
and
that
it
has
cost
too
much
to
be
desesacrifice and heroism, they would point us to yon3 52
10 42 ...Hamilton.... 448 9 42!
4 01
10 53 ....Dnnnlng.... 439 9 30 ...
der sodded monnda and tell us to read their story. crated by ruthless bauds. Lot us keep its w’alls
4 20
11 15 ..... Allegan ..... 4 20 9 10...
that have been washed from the stalhs of slavery
I cannot recite to you the personal history of
p.m.
a.m.
p.m. a. m.|...
with
loyal
blood,
pure
and
clean
from
national
GOLD, SATIN & CHEAPER KINDS.
the many brave boys whose remainsHe there. If
• Runs dally; all other trains dally except Sunsin. Let us remember that the sffTety aud perthey were here they could tell you of Bull’s Run
Passengertrain laves Holland at 6.15 p.m. arthe first great battle of the war, and of Appomat- petuity of our government rosta upon the home riving in Grand Rapids at fi.15 p. ra.; also train
leaves
Moskegon at 8.15 a. m. arriving at Holland
tox Court House, the last one. They could tell circle, the school and the Church. Forget not to
at 10 a. m. ; also train leaves Hollandat 5.85 p. m.
!
teach
the
youth
by
precepts
st
home
and
fry
an
oh-,
you of tnat day at Antletam,of its com field and
arriving at Muskegon at 7.17 p. m.
patch of woods, In which they fought from early servance of these Memorial Days that the aoMier dav. All tralna ran by antral standard time.
trains lave Holland, goiug north, at 6:30
mom until night had thrown ita mantle over Is held In reverance.Foster and maintain your a. Mixed
Ceiling
m., arriving at Grand Raplda at8:80 a. m.; and
12,000 dead and wounded upon the field. They schools and chnrches;and I assure you that In at 10:10 p, m., arriving at Muskegon at 13:40 a. m.
could tell you of the battle of Gettysburg, how time of peril, from every hilsldeand valley In this also mixed train leaves Holland, going south at
• __________
that quiet green valley of the Keystone state waa broad land will spring an army more sacrificing, 5:00 a. m.
Tickets to all points In the United States and
made gory with their blood and that of their 200 gallantand brave than can be found In the nations Canada.
Nn ullSuiuMi CuUiu!
of
this
world.
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
Michigancomrades whose remains lie there still.
F. G. CHURCHILL.BUtlon Agent.
They could tell yon how they clambered up the
ui Input Cupiti.
sides of Mission Ridge, when salvos of artillery A Lawyer' i Opinion of Xnttrtit to AIL
as
good
and
cheap
as
In Grand Rapid*.
Xiihlgtn and Ohio Railroad.
and whirlwinds of mlnnls ballets were carrying
J. A. Tawney, Esq., & leading attorney
away their comrades upon the right and upon the
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
left. They could tell you how Michigan colon of Winona, Minn., writes: "After using it
for
more
than
three
yean,
I
take
great
BsstrslTlas
OOIiaiAIT.
oonra
wifv.
Marble and Wood Top Bedroom
were among tf not the flnt to reach the aummlt.
Yea, yon might sit and listen of 400 battleswhere pleasure in stating that I regard Dr. King’s Pus. mix a raw.
Pus. Pass. Mix.
Suitsthey gallantly defended the elan and stripes. New Discovery for Consumption, aa the
p.
m.
a.
m. p. m.
a.
m.
best
remedy
in
the
world
for Coughs and
They could tell yon of Chattanooga,Cbicamau545 L Toledo A 11 10 5 10
10 10
Colds. It has never failed to cure the 11 02
fl 40
.Duadee.. 10 10 4 15
ga, and Fair Oaks; of Five Forke, Fredericksmost severe colds I have had, and invari- 11 21
7 04 ..Britron.. S 4* 8 52
burg and Knoxville. They coaid tell you of Look709
941 3 47
11 S9
ably relieves the pain in the chest."
out Mountain, Murfreiboro, Pea Ridge and Petere932 3 87
7 16
11 89
Trial
Bottles of this sure cure for all
...Tipton... 9 17 822
7
borg: of Shiloh, Bpottaylvania, Btoae Mountain,
11 56
Throat and Lung Diseases may be had 12 06
7 45 ...United.. 905 806
Vickabnrg and the WUdernesa.Tell yon how
8 09 ..Addisott.. 8 43 2 45
Free at H. Walsh’s Drag Store. Large 12 30.
they aaw the old flag riddled with ballets and how
8 25 ..Jerome.. 8 tO *26
12 46
size, $1.00.
8 32 ..Moscow,. 820 *21
12 (5
they saw it glorifiedagain and again by being
1 06
H 42 ..Hanover.. 8 00 * 10
planted upon the enemy's ramparts. They could
end other varieties of
..Polasltf. 7 59 1 59 p. tn
1 17 a. m. 8
Sioklm’i Arnica SalTe.
tell yon how they laced frowning batteriea that
a 20 9 15 ...Homsr .. 787 I 38 800
1 33
were vomittlngfire and death into their ranks. . The best salve In the world for Cuta, 2 05 6 47 9 44 ..Marshall . 7 11 1 12 7 33
2 17 6 59 fl 57 ...Cereaco., fl 59 1 0J 7 21
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum,
Tell yon bow
236 7 17 10 15 .Battle Cr’k 640 12 42 .7 03
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, 266 7 97
Cannon to right of them,
6 48
12 22
Cannon to left of them,
685
IS 15
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- 304 7 45
429
Cannon In front of them,
12 09
S 10 7 52
..Richland
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It la
Volleyed and thuidered.
556
11 30
3 45 8 24
.Montleth..
The best makes of
guaranteed to give perfect aatiafaction,or * 58 8 83
Theirs not to make reply,
5 *7
11 OT
....Fisk....
Theirs not to reason why,
5 37
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. 3 59 8 39
..Kellogg..
11 21

Holland
Chicago.

TONSORIAL

A Good Clean
A

Haircut or

*9* Mrs. A. T. Wall, Qrunfltli, Cktihin,
Mng., write* : MI have found the greateet ben.
eflt from the uae of Ball's Hair kbniwib, It
having restored my hair, which waa rapllj foiling off, and returned Ita original eolor."
*9* Dr. Ertl Brit, Detroit,Mich., certifies
that "Hall's Hair Rrrrwrr la axeelUnt for
hair growing, and give# back the natural color
o faded and gray hair."
99" Mrs. B. B. Elliott. QltnoilU, W. Fa*
: "One bottle of Hall's Hair Ririwir
sectored my hair to Us natural,youthful eolor."
says

No injurioussubstances enter Into the
composition of Hall’s Hub Bbnbwxb,
and It Is not » dye. Its vegetable ingredients render It In the highest degree beneficial to the scalp as • preventive of disease. It* effect! are natural and lasting,
and it doe* not make the hair dry and
bnuthy, like the to-called restoratives compounded with alcohol.

Buckingham’s Dye

Invigorating Shampoo

to

Muskegon.

COME Ami SEE

1

FOR TUB

WHISKERS
In four reepecta. superiorto all others.
1st— It will produce » rich, natural
color, browu or Mack, as desired.
2d— The color 10 produced is permanent,
cannot be washed off, and will not soli anything with which It comes In contact.
8u— It Is a single preparation,and

Is,

man

convenient of applicationthan any other
hair or whisker dye.
4th— It contains no deleteriousingredients, as do many preparations oflbred
for like use.

PREPARED

a

P.

BY a

*

HALL * CO* Nashua, 5.

Bold by

all

Dealer* in Medicine*.;

MORE THAN

to

Allegan.

SIX

THOUSAND

BOLLS OF

.

.

SHINGLES!

.

WALL PAPER.

We manufactareall grade*

of sblnglre and will
m as cheap as any dealer. Cull aid
a
fee ua
at the Flagger Mill* or call on T. Kop]
Kepp.'l before
buying eleewhere.
sell the

We also have a

VERY FINE BORDERS

Decorations Finer
than Ewer Before.

,

tali

lar. e

quantity of Pine and A*h

SUMMER WOOD!
Try a load.
J.
Holland. Mich., April

VAN PCTTEN
80.

PARLOR SUITES.
ttA.TTA.2sT,

V

18-8m.

Spring Opening
AT
6. flit Pities

TOWN*

PLUSH AND OTHER

* CO.

1868.

FOR BARGAINS

IN

&

!

Sods.

DRY GOODS,

FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

FLUSH,

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.

FOR BARGAINS IN HATS.

M

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES

F

and

for all

goods kept In a

.

Theirs bat to do and die.

Ah, bat these are not all. Stop a moment, and
upon the winge of thought fly away with me, if
you will, over a thousand fields of the Bontb.
Here, upon the elope of a hill,where the climbing
meadows have overtaken the retreating woodland,
we laid a weary comrade to real. Down there ap-

For

sale

by H. Walsh.

p.m.

8 60
p. m.

A Ailegsn

L

11 10
a. m.

5 25
a.

a.

£pefiat

at

Sewing Machine needles and
D.

8

BERTSCH’S.

Parasols in all size*, styles and quality
at my Store. I have a large variety and

Ud^doweUto^^gWg..

mmm

General Store

I

!

where yon an boy the bat goods
. i:

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dundee, with T A.A. AG.T, At BriUon,with Wabash, St. Louis’*Pacific. At Teeumseh, with Lake
Shore * Mich. Sontbarn. At Jeroms. with L. 8 .
At Haaover, with f
repair* * M.

17-2t

Orfans and Sewing Machines
Etc., Etc.

TraU

we consigned another to the can be obtained
vlrgUsofa babblingbrook that night and day

on a grassy slope

4 10

Our motto is

Good Goods & Small Profits.
, '

i

Chicago A

Thankful for the liberalpatronaga bestowed upon us wa kindly ask continn-

6.

Van Putten
.

&

Sons.,

'.*•

THE CHILDBEN.

PITH ASP POINT.
1 The Bay Yiew quarries, Cape Amu
right Put your work asid« I The friends had been recommended
you l"
An extra dry remark: Mumm’s
time, and you will 'to one of tho workmen of the Cape word at a banquet
“Why, Susan, this is astonishing!”I for
cried; “and, pray, who is this wonder- take it up with new vigor. And Ann Company, who was kind enough
An old saw reset: An egg in
now, my kind friend, will you let me to explain to them what was going on.
Oh! he

.(Writtenby Charles Dickens and found in his
desk af er bis death.]
When the lessons and ta«ks are all ended,
And the school for the day Is d smlssed,
And the little ones gather around mo
To bid me “good night” and be klcsed;
Oh, the little white nrms that encircle
My neck In a tender embrace!
* Oh. the smile * that are ha os of heaven,
Shedding sunshine and love on my faool

v!''5v:f

talks just like a book, I can tell

hewent on

quietly:

“You are

quit«

the

a

|

lover?"
“It’s Mr. Ashford. He and I have
lad a great many talks, and he’s in
ove with a young lady who doesn’t
care for him, though he loves her to
distraotion, he Bays."
And when they are gone I sit dreaming
“Mr. Ashford!” I repeated, amazed.
Of my childhood, too lovely to last;
•Of love that my heart will remember •
“Well, he must be a strange man to
When It wakes to the pulse of the past,
talk so freely of his love affairs to you.”
Ere the world and its wickedness made mo
“And why not to me, Miss Margie?”
A partner of sorrow and sin,
“When the gl< ry of Go I was ftboit me,
said Susan, looking hurt. “I’m sure I
And tho glory of gladnesswithin.
wouldn’t betray the young man’s secret
-Oh. mv heart grows week as a woman’s,
for the world, and he said it did him

the

j

ul

occupy this last hour of the many

we The quarries, he told them, were at a
have spent together with ray own little distancefrom the village,and the

enp

is

worth two in the nest.

Said Brougham, when ho was

a

— for stone was sent down to the shore and straggling lawyer: “Circumstances

affairs? I have written to Daisy
the last time, if she still refuses me— ! the cutting and polishiogshops in cars alter cases; but I wish I could get hold
&od on her decision my whole future drawn by steam upon the company’s of some cases that would alter my cir*
now rests. If she is at last won to say \ railroad, the only railroad where steam
HE MIGHT.
yes, you know how happy I shall be. I i8 used in the Cape quarries. The visIf, not, I cannot stay in the city where j itors might have gone up on the train Wh n Adam walked the Girdon round,
Ami woman was not known,
I must meet her continually. I shall to see the quarrying. But being
H's Maker said: “It is not good
accept my uncle's offer, give up my pro- pressed for time, they chose rather to
For man to be alone.”
fession, and go to Germany with him, watch the differentprocesses used in But If the Lord had known what woes
That man through Evo should flnj,
probably for the rest of my life.”
working the stone, from its entrance Perhaps
on s >ber second thought
Ai.d tho fountains of feelings will flow,
He
paused,
looking
at
me
.expectantinto
the
shops
in
a
rough
block,
till
it
He might have changed b s m nd.
irood to talk to me.”
When Itn nk of tho paths sto-p and stony
“I don’t doubt that, my dear Susan. ly, but I was silent Of course I sup- attains the astonishingly fine polish —Merchant Traveler.
Whore tho foot of the dear ones must go,
Young Mr. Jay and his inamorata
•Of the mountains of sin banging o’er them. Yon are one of the best comforters,”I pose It was sympathy, but it seemed to which the workmen are able to give it.
Of tho t mpest of fate blowing wild;
me as if I could never be so utterly The work was done near the water’s were oat strolling the other night, and
answered
soothingly;
“but
then
yon
•Oh. tnore's nothing on earth half so holy
As tho innocent heart of a child.
know men are not generally so commu- wretched in all my life as I was at that edge in long wooden sheds, soma of as they turned from a side street into
moment Finally, realizing that some- them open on one side, some of them one of the principal avenues, Mr. Jay
nicative about snch affairs.”
‘Tt'ore are idols of hearts and of households,
thing must be said, I contrived to get with doors and windows of cotton cloth. exclaimed : **0h, I saw the moon over
“Well,
Mr.
Ashford
is,
any
way,
and
’1 hoy are ango s of God In disguise,
’His sun light still sleeps In their tresses,
I’m glad of it, because now I can tell off two or three sentences, with “best It was cold business, the workmen said, my right shoulder. That is awfully good
His glory still bourns in their eyes;
InAV I”
fnrnnd Iior
in
!'’ Miss Gush turned
her Imftd
head in
wishes,” and "deep interest in bis wel-, but there were stoves in some the lack
Oh, those traunta from earth and from you all about his feeling?.” persisted
fare,” and the like, but it was very hard shops, and the men were not too cold the same direction and saw the moon;
Susan.
They have made mo more manly and mild
to keep up an industrious chipping and then she shivered and cried: “Oh,
“But I don’t think I ought to listen, work.
And 1 know now Jesus could liken
However,
ho
seemed
quite
satisfied,
hammering, nor to good-naturedly ex- dear I How unfortuuate'itis that I am
Susan indeed, I’m sure I ought not,
Tho kingdom of God too child.
plain to the visitors some of the myste- left handed 1”
since it is not meant for me to hear,” I for he thanked me, and then he added
8eok not a life for the dear ones
“I shall not hear from Daisy before ries of their trade. They showed them
“0, Mr. Smith,” said a young lady at
said,
and
from
this
resolution
all
SuAll radiantas others have done,
Friday, but whatever the result may be how to chisel the line, howto point the a church fair, “I want your help for a
Hut that Hie mav have just as much shadow san’s persuasionsfailed to move me.
• To temper the glare of tho sun;
The next day, however, she began I must come back to tell yon. So stone down, and what were the differ- moment.” “Certainly,” replied Mr.
I would pray Gon to guard them from evil.
But ray prayer would bound back to myself; triumphantly: “Well, then, Miss Mar- please meet me here on Saturday after- ences between peen-hammersand bush- Smith ; “what can I do for you?” “1
.Ah l a seraph may pray for a aim or
gie, it’s all settled, and I hope you noon, and then, if I am happy, I shall hammers. They took tho bush-ham- have just sold a tidy for $15 that cost
But a sinner must pray for himself.
won’t think I've been too meddlesome; claim your congratulations,and if I am mers out of their chests that the 15 cents, pnd I want you to tell me what
The twig Is so easily bonded,
but I wanted to help you along. I’ve to be an exile, I shall at least have the ladies might see th3 varieties with five, percentage that is.” “A transactionof
I have banished the rule and the rod;
spoken
to Mr. Ashford about your consolationof hearing a friendly good six, eight, and ten edges, which gave that kind, my dear Miss B.,” said Mr.
I have tauuht them tho goodno.s of knowl
the granite the slightly lined or ridged Smith, who is a lawyer, “gets out of
story, and he says that if you’ll allow by. Au reuoir, kindest of friends.”
. edge’
They have taught mo tho goodness of God. him to give yon a “sitting” (that’s what
He was gone, but I burst into tears! appearance which they have often no- percentage and into larceny.” — New
My heart is a dungeon of darkness.
For a long time I remained sitting ticed. The point and chisel work inter- York Commercial Advertiser.
Where I shut them irom breaking a rule; he called it) every day, he will be most
Jly frown is sufficient correction,
happy to pose as a hopeless lover in the little arbor where be had left* ested them, chiedy in regard to its efOSCULATION.
My lovo Is the law of the school.
Those are bis very words, miss, and I me, trying to compose myself sufficient- fects upon the workmen.
Into tho glowlnu: grate he gazed
ly to return to the house.
“You must be always getting tho
In ellrnt meditation.
do think it’s very kind of him.”
I shall leave the old house In tho autu mn
Until her eye? tho maiden raised
To traverseits thresholdno more—
Then I went up to my room, and tell- stone into your eyes,” cried Bessy.
“Oh, Susan 1” I exclaimed, in alarm,
And s ild. “What's oscuiaton?”
.Ah! bow 1 shall sigh for tho dear ones
“Yes, ma’am,” said the workman,
“what have you been saying to Mr. ing Susan that I had a violent headI ho lov r slow.y kept his head,
That meet me osoh morn at tho door,
And with some rop » acion
lahall miss tho good n ghts and the kisses, Ashford? I am afraid you have been ache and could not bo disturbed, I composedly, “but we don’t mind that as
lie kissed her on th ) Ups and s ’.id,
And tho gush of their Innocent glee,
shut myself up and began to think.
much as the sp1 inters of steel. All our
terribly indiscreet 1”
• Swiet love, that’s usoulat on.”
'The group on tho creon and tho flowers
My meditation during that day and points are of English steel, you see, Then
“Not a bit, Miss Margie, not a bit!
That are brought every morn to me.
while her heart went pit-a-pat,
Tiil 8ho could almost hear It.
I’ve only interested him in your story. the next made one point perfectly clear and that's very bad when it gets into
I shall miss them at morn and at eve.
Sh’* said. “I thought it must bo that,
Now you just give him half arf hour or to me; I did not want Mr. Ashford to the eyes. But then plenty of the men
Tbelr sonos in tho school and the street,
Or sometning pretty near It."
marry
Daisy.
But
then,
on
the
other
have
a
great
knack
at
getting
it
out;
1 shall miss the low hum of their voices,
so everv morning, and see what a help
—V.oeton Courier
And the tramp of their delicate feet.
hand, I did not want him to go to Ger- they are as good as any eye-doctor.”
it will (>e.”
“See what it is to be poor!” he ex^Vtaen the lessons and tasks nro all ended,
Do you use a camera-hairpencil?” claimed,as he stood shivering in a doorIt is needless to repeat all the con- many. I began to feel a positive haAnd death says the school is dism ssed,
May tho little ones gather around mo
versation between Susan and myself on tred* for that girl, and to wish that I asked Anastasia.
way. “Hungry?” queried the other.
To bid mo “good-night”and be kissed.
"No; we take a broom splint some- "Well, I’m always hungry, for that
this subject Let it suffice that I was could warn Mr. Ashford against her,
won over at last, and a daily interview for I was quite sure she could never times, or a penknife,or a pin— not the matter; hut just now a man whom I
point, but the head. A pin isn’t so fell against on tho corner got mad
was agreed upon, wherein Mr. Ashford make him happy.
First Love Story,
In this way tho hours dragged on. good, though.”
was to enact tho part of a despairing
about it and offered to lick me for two
As they talked, Nancy was watching cents.” “And you hadn't the money?'*
lover, and I was at liberty to sketch Saturday afternoon came at last, and
BY MRS. E. T. CORBETT.
found me in tho arbor waiting for him the white figures in the dusty sunlight, "Couldn’t possibly raise a red cent,
from life.
their heads bent over their hammers, and I told him so, and he had to go
“Our first ‘sitting,’ as wo agreed to with almost uncontrollableanxiety.
“How 4oes it sound, Susan ? Is
He made his appearance punctually, making pictures which Francois Millet, away disappointed. The rich either
interesting?and do yon think it is nat- call our meetings, would have been embarrassingos well as awkward, but I and as I watched him coming along the who kuew what a working-man’slife ought to come down on their prices, or
nral?"
path that led to tho arbor I forgot in was. would have been glad to paint.
the poor have some new way of making
I asked these questions anxiously, as must own that Mr. Ashford behaved
one moment all the rules of conduct I
“My trade isn't an easy one,” said money. A licking would have wormed
I laid down my manuscript, and Susan splendidly. He thanked me for my
hesitated os she answered: “Well, i kindness in allowing him to be of some bad laid down for myself — all the elab- she, “but I thin a theirs is harder. I me up for a whole week.” — Detroit Free
won want to know my candid opinion, service to me, and then, alter a while, orate speeches I had- prepared, and wish I were that sort of workman. I Irens.
Kiss Margie, it’s just this. Yon see. he began to speak in the most charm- springing up I held out my hand with a mean I wish my work were as good and
Barnacle was 42 years of age yesas direct as theirs. It makes my heart
wou're not in love and never have been ing way about the young lady with breathless :
terday. His wife presented him with a
)eat and my breath come quick to be
“Well?”
in love, so how can yon write about whom he was in love, and whom, for
handsome pa:r of carpet slippers; cost
“No,
it
isn’t
well.
Daisy
has
not
ac#in
a place like this. I know that if I
what yon don’t understand? To my convenience sake, he called Daisy, al50 cents. Barnacle was grateful, but
cepted me,” he said, as he took my were to paint something here I should
mind, that's' not possible, and that’s though he said that was not her true
thoughtful. At last bo exclaimed:
hand. “Now, the only thing I can do iave a better chance for success in the “Times have changed !" “Why dear?”
why your love stories don’t succeed.
I began to change my opinion of Mr. is to go away as soon as possible. midst of the steadiness and- resolution asked Mrs. B. “Well, before we were
Susan’s words carried an nnpleasan
and cheerful industry about me.”
Ashford
from that day. Hq was cer- Don’t you think so?”
conviction with theml I was not quite
married you gave me slippers worked
I did not intend to say it. I shall al“You wouldn’t.” s id the skeptical
22, and I had already won a fair reputa- tainly a very interesting idan, and I
in floss and silk, embroidered, monoways insist that nothing was farther Bessy. “You’d have a headach
tion as a writer of short stories,except wondered why that stupid Daisy could
grammed, scalloped in morocco, and
from my intentious that moment, but I
“Indeed I should uo. for
s“oleC.7U“st
not see it.
cn One theme. I had never, try as
Soon I found that these “sittings” suddenly burst out with: “No, don’t, it,” sud her friend. , I11*em,oskIln81,lr; ! of several dollars-sh, times changelmight, written a successfullove story.
ing neighbors I ever hsd while I was at Well. .1ohn.
Mrs. B.,
B.. after
a
Tbe one 1 had just read to Susan grew more and more interesting as the don’t go.”
John, r81)iied
replied Mrs.
after a
He
was
still holding my hand, and work were my classmates in Paris, the
days
went
on,
until
I
could
hardly
think
-was my latest effort, and,-, as usual, I
thoughtful pause, “I had the slippers
when I said these words he put his oth- next most inspiring were some iron- charged to you. I thought y6u wouldn’t
felt that it was a failure. But I only of anything else, much to my own supprise. And what a difference between er arm very gently around me and workers in Cambridgeport, I like to want to pay for a costly pair.”— Prod*
replied somewhat petulantly:
the language of genuine feeling and whispered : “If you want me I will leel that I too have part and lot in the deuce News.
u Well, Susan, d eannot fall in love as
stir and rush of our hard-working remere matter of business,yon know ; the poor counterfeits over which I had stay.”
“Why, how do you do, Mr. Smith?”
I
am
going
to
omit
the
greater
part
public.
are no nation of shoplabored so long and so vainly? By
wo I don’t see what is to be done.”
said a bunko man, stepping up to a
•Dear, dear. It’s too bad," sighed this time, too, we bad somewhat changed of our conversation that afternoon in keepers, we Americans, but, I think, a well-dressodgentleman, and extending
Sneani hotl would not continue the the manner of our interviews. At first the arbor, as it was strictly personal nation of workmen, making all soils of bis hand with hearty greeting. “Fhat
conversation. I thrust the unlucky MS. I had taken copious note?, but latterly and private. But I ought to say that new th ugs for an old tired world.”
Lyman confessed to me that he had
After a vain attempt to see the steam- d’ve sa-ay?” “Ain’t this Mr. John
Into my desk and decided to spend the Mr. Ashford had persuaded me to leave
Smith from Cypress Creek?”. “Are ye
cutter
they entered the polishing-shops.
been
guilty
of
a
great
deception.
There
west of the morning in the woods by the notes until I was alone, and to dethe divil’s own blockhead?” “0, I beg
vote the time spent with him to con- was no such person as Daisy, and it Granite is polished first with sand,
•way of restoringmy downcast spiritl.
pardon. I see I’m mistaken. GoodSusan yr as an important person to me, versation as being more suggestive. was I, myself, with whom he had been then with emery, then with putty pow- day, Mr
? Mr.
?” “McFaddin,
in love all the time. Of course I for- der and felt. Some blocks are polas she was at once my maid, confidant, Besides I was now, also by his advice,
at yar service, sir; Patrick McFaddin;
'and friend. She was also an excellent playing the part of the obdurate Daisy gave him, although I don’t think it was ished by a great machine called a Jen- a dacent Irish name that I’m not
ny Lind, others by sinister-looking arquite fair, and to inveigle Busan, too!
•critic, and 1 had olten found her judg- and receiving his entreaties and his
But
as
we
talked
over
our
“sittings”
rangements called pendulums, which ashamed av. If ye’s find an Irishman by
ment invaluable. That morning, how- avowals with studied coldness and inthe name av John Smith, would ye do
I exclaimed ruefully : “And so my lovo are supported from above and run
cver, I felt vexed with her and with all difference. At first I objected, seriousme the kindness to sind him to me?
story
has
not
been
written
after
all?”
backward
and
forward
over
the
granite
the world, so when I returned from my ly to this role as placing me in a very
Lyman smiled as he answered tensight which terrifiedour two I’ll be afther wantin’ to wipe me boots
ramble I was not at all pleased to find unpleasant position, but Mr. Ashford
•wid him. Smith— to the divil wid the
friends. The finest work is done by
that a new boarder had arrived and was insisted that it was the only way in derly:
upshtart. He’s niver put a fut on the
“Your
love
story
has
just
begun,
band.
The
pride
of
the
shop
at
pres-seated on tt}e piazza, as if he was wait- which I could thoroughly understand
ould sod.’'— Exchange.
ing to greet me. This was Lyman Ash- his feelings or make my heroine per- dear Margie, and I hope it will never ent appeared to be centered in a great
SHE NEVER SMILES.
crown, which with a cross was to form
ford, a young lawyer, and a great fa- fectly true to nature, and so I yielded. come to an end."
She never smiles, from morn till night,
And
I
don’t
believe
it
will.—
Infer
part
of
some
monument,
and
whose
vorite with my sister and her husband, He made it a rule after that to call me
Her face is void of cheerful light;
ornament would admit of none but hand- No laugh rings out from mouth of hers,
at whoso house he was a constant visi- Daisy, and he soon suggested that I Ocean.
No matter what qui or th ng occurs.
should call him Lyman, but that seemed
tor.
In vain do frloncsattempt to win
Women
Who
Kept
a Secret.
Tho
granite
took
a
beautiful
polish,
Although we had been much together unnecessary and I never tried it; at
From her Arm mouth u sm loor grin;
The success with which Miss Murfee and in its finished state it became easy
'i hey get up every stylo of fun?
least, not in his presence.
- daring the past year, and although I
From comic yarn to latest pun;
I would not have minded his calling (Charles Egbert Craddock) has hidden to see the differencesin color and denknew him to be as clever as he was
They trv by every plan to wako her.
sity
which
are
significant
to
experts.
But all their efforts fail to shake her.
handsome, he had never interested me me Daisy, for he had such, a lovely way her identity under a masculinenamp
She moves In a mysterious way,
of saying it, if I hsd not begun to dis- has started a string of stories on the All the Rockport granite which our
in- the least. Now, when he came to
Ignoring callers, day by day;
friends had seen was gray or grayishsubject
“Some
years
ago,”
said
tho
like
the
girl
so
intensely.
I
was
always
meet me with such smiling confidence,
With firm resolveanu so emu face,
green.
It
differs
in
color
from
that
ol
magazine
man
of
a
group
of
press
men,
With quiet a‘r and queenly a rare,
if he had a claim on my time not to be wondering how he happened to fall in
Following up each Ann endeavor.
the
Quincy
quarries, which is gray too,
‘“there
was
among
onr
contributors
a
love
with
her,
and
why
he
was
so
congainsaid,I felt that my manner was far
. Seldom conversing— smiling never.
but,
the
travellers
thought,
of
a
lighter
Her moils she crunches nil alone,
from gracious. I Mentioned very brief- stant to snob a blind, ungrateful crea- voung fellow who signed the name
Ah silently as br ok or stono.
gray, and it differs from it in quality
ly the reasons which had drawn me to ture. Often, when he would say that Birch Arnold. He was bright and amv\ hat, thmk you, makes this ma’den fair
bitious
and
I wrote him a good many as well. There ore different qualities
bis
only
hope
of
future
happiness
lay
n place where I could be undisturbed,
Move w.th a sad and solemn air?
of
Cape
granite
too.
The
Maine
granletters of advice and encouragement.
Whv does she never smile again,
• upon which Mr. Ashford said quickly: in winning her heart, I would turn
On aught In range of mortal ken;
This ran on for more than a year and to ite, it appeared, is red. — Ellen Day
.•‘You hsve stated my onse, too, Miss away my head fo hide the tears in my
Ask of her dent at. be can tell,
He understands her reason well;
Gnrleton. I am busily engaged ou a eyes, tears of pity for him and anger drop a note to ‘My Dear Arnold’ be- Hale, in Harper's Magazine.
He knows what all her grief's about—
came a sort of every-day affair. At last
against her, poor fool
In the Legislature.
All hor front teeth have been pulled out!
my
young
friend
wrote
that
be
would
It may seem strange, but it is never—Chicago
“Mr.
Speeker,
I
arise
to
place
in
tbel-ess true that I found it qnite im- call on me, and on the day named a
nomination a man, sir, what we all
He Remembered the Encore.
bowed and left me, much to my relief, possible to work at my story any. more. young lady came in and demurely know sir, to be a man what ain’t got
placed
on
my
desk
a
card
marked
Notwithstanding
the
many
advantages
and I saw no more of him for some
A
mother took .her 3-year old son to
no peer, nowbar. We ail know that he
I now enjoyed, I found myself more at ‘Birch Arnold.’ Remembering how I
an aiternoon concert, and when tbe
-days.
is more than qualified,sir, for the posihad
been
‘dear-siring*
her
for
a
year
I
Meanwhile I was working hard at my a loss than ever. My heroine, whom I
first encore was given be was frighttion
for
I
served
with
him
durin’
the
rnew story, but making very little pro- had modeled after Daisy, displeased laughed outright, and it was' soon ap- wah, sir, he not only represent the ened, and asked his mother why they
me—my hero, who was of course Mr. parent that she had enjoyed the cordid so. She said, playfully : “Perhaps
,'gicss.
great Democratic partee, but, sir, the
t wrote and rewrote, tore up my Ashford, was entirely too good for her respondence the more because she had entire State. During the dark an’ they are glad she is done singing, and
sheets and began again, but I felt at — so how could I marry them at the demonstrated that a woman could keep
bloody days when the pale face of'hun- thought no more about it.
heart that I was not succeeding and end? I did think of introducingan- a secret. She still writes verses and
He seemed to be satisfied, and sat
ger put its bloody hand to the heart of
-began to be melancholy and morose; other character— a girl to wbotn his. stories.”
the rest of tbe time reasonablv well
the nation, he was found to be as truo
One evening Susan waa evidentlyin a heart should turn, because of her sweet,
The next morning, after his father had
The Morals of France.
as steel, an’ grabbed tho gory wolf by
Tfery excited mood. Instead of listen- unselfish sympathy with all his sorrows,
asked the blessing the little boy clapped
The morals of a people must be de- the la' pels of his shirt and shook him
ing to my plaints with her usual pa- but— well, I put the whole thing aside,
his hands in a verv vigorous manuntil
he
loudly
begged
for
mercy."—
plorable when the national welfare is
tience, she exclaimed sagsrlj:: “Ob, to be finished in the winter.
ner, and when asked why he did so,
One 'morning Mr. Ashford msde his thought to demand that sin be shel- Arkamaic Traveler.
Hiss Margie, TV6 got an idea. If you
said: “I’m dad he’s done; I want some
tered and the home bnilt on bribery ; ~ Tub manner of saying or of doing
had a real lover to study— one who was appearance with a very melancholy
fls’.”
yet
tbia
seems
to
be
the
condition
of
anything goes a great way in the value
dreadfully in love, you know— wouldn’t air.
“My work is completed,” he said : France. The birth rate of the country of thd thing Itself. It was well said of
Bad Grammar on the Stage.
that help yon? Couldn’t you put down
“My vacation is over, and
and I
1 must go has dropped in five years from 82.9 a him that called a good office that was
“I must be gittin’ along.” “She
Id, but
uld,
but back to the city. I cannot tell you thousand to 25.5, in good measure, it is done harshly, and with an ill-will, a learned me this last week." “I fear
____ ____________
found ? tow sorry I ath.Aor how^mbeb I shall thought, because of the growing prac- stony piece of bread; it is necessary neither you nor he." **1 never doubted
/And do you suppose, you foolish thing,' miffs these ’sittings.’ And, by the way, tice of abandoning illegitimate chil- for him that is hungry to receive it, but but what y6u would." "I ran acrost
dren; and itii- seriously proposed to it almost chokos a man in the going
that he would lay bare his heart for my is not the story nearly finished ? I was
him." “My ambition is well founded.”
reform the evil by promising secrecy
spite
inapection?” I asked, *' L‘’
““ hoping you would read it to me before
These half dozen specimens of tbe lanto any mother who will, send her child
xubkz*..
onr theaters
;
' • .
It
is no advantage to have a , lively
“Oh, no! notnow— It— it Is not ready to a fondling hospital, Mid by offering
-•Bnt,
from
soma twenand exemption from taxation to mind if we are not just The perfecyet” I exclaimed' ; “I have not written
lover al
weoL-^- Miss Margie, I’ve seen
tar-five
noted
down
during
t
» of more than two children.— tion of the pendulum is not to go fast,
____
ready, and Tve heard him, too; so much lately”— and there I stopped, ^
San
Francisco
Argonaut,
qut to be regular. ,
Ahere’s one difficulty out of the way. I confused by my own admission. But Qlobe- Democrat,

cumstances.”
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ETHICS

Voctora Object to Pay for Advcr II ftlng, but
Are Alwaya Heady for Free Puffs.

A Chicago medical society recently
amputated a member. It was a very
good member they cut off, and was not
diseased at all. In fact, the member
that was cut off was the only sound,
healthy member that the medical society could boast of. But, dropping all
nonsense, a medical association expelled one of its members. They expelled him, not beeause he had prescribed arsenic instead of quinine, or
because he had committed some of his
homicides while in an intoxicated condition. Nobody ever heard of a medi-

No disorders,exoeptlnarthe most deadly forma• I
of lung disease, involve euch a tremendous destruction of organic tissue as those which fasten
open the kidneys. Buch maladies, when they
become chromo— and none ore so liable to
assume that phase— completelywreck the system. To prevent this terribledisease, recourse
should be had, upon the first manifestationOf
trouble,to Hostetter's Stomach Bitters,which
experience has proved to be highly effectiveas a
means of Imparting tone and regulaiity to the
organs of urination, as well as to the liver,
stomach,and bowels. Another beneficialresult
of this medicine, naturally conseqaent upon its
diuretic action,Is the ellrainutlonfrom the blood
of Impurities which beget rhsumatbm,neura gia, goat, dropsy,and other maladies. By Increasing tbe activityof the kidneys, ttangments
depuratlveefficiencyof
of these organs, which
the depnrattve
are most important outletsfor the escape of

'

each impurities.

(

1

[oopvuiohtidT.

BLOOD

is called a case of

T^XmiFIESR..
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
|H. H. WARNER A GO . Rochester,N.Y.

DEBILITY,

BOTTIjID.

MAL-A8SIMILATION
OF FOOD.
$1.00 Jk. ZOOTTXjin.
H. H.

case of thiev-

we

CO., Rochester,N, Y.

PIKE POWERS. Owenton,

Ky..

cured hla aon

SiM.’S1:
and

V

Northern Kanaaa
not proved up. Writo C. Knapp, Beatrice, Neb.
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AGENTS

a cmSXH&S0' WANTED
Itfave “Elfctolican Ilaltn”to Develop the

i

in

Ine Habit Cured In 1U
_aya. No pay till rnred.
Htkfhknh. Lebanon, Ohio.

OPIUMS

The moat beautifuland flneat toned
in the world. Low t>rieet,ta*v vat/ment. Send for catalojnio.Addrea*
Weaver Oman k Piano Co* York. Pa.

the old

way, to pile up refuse, to let the drainage go, to build a house like a soap box,
and transferthe consequencesto the HEN
shoulders of Providenceor the Almighty. But it is too late to do this
now. Providence has been made responsible for the results of our shortcomings long enough; science has discovered that they are within our control,
and that it is our business first to discover what the laws are that govern
health and disease, and then adapt ourselves and our circumstances to the
obligation they impose.— Dr. Foote’s
Health Monthly.

Palent AtCya, Waahlnuton. P.O.

POUTER'S
HAY
LOADER,
Attached to w^uon,
deliv-

hay out oi wiirrow
awath onto the hay-rock

era the
ir

without*ny extra hi I
and in combination wi
Porter'* Hay C*rri r it-

g

duce* the expense of haymore thati haif. Send
(for circular*.

p- 1£

never says, "It's a cold day

or with other "Hop" name, refiuo tt and »hun that
druggiataa you would a viper: and if he has taken,
your money lor thoatuff,indict him for the iruua
and aue him for damages for the ewindie,and
will reward you liberally tor the conviction.

w*

GOLDEN SEAL UlTTEKtL
Dyspepala la the prevailmalady of dvfitzcdUfa.
_____dyspeptic
yepeptlc*tomwh
itoinr
weak,
acta very aiowly or not
oil on msny kind* of '
gaac* are extricated,
are formed and
_
A

NATURE.

a&jssu***.
be ml
peptic I* to

for excitement

animal pnlse of unfortunate humanity,
a word, n blow, a pistol shot, too often
ends the chapter of life and darkens
with gloom and sorrowing regret a murderer s future. Truly -self-preservation is the first law of nature, " but this
in its fullest and grandest sense should
include a preservationof one’s equanimity of temper, a preservationof a happy
consciousness of living and doing rightly, a preservation of that disposition
which shows a regard for the lives and
feelingsof others,all of which makes
life endurable to our associatesaud enjoyable to out selves. Again, a knowledge of that which promotes and that
which impairs the harmoniousaction of
natural bodily functions is essential to
the best preservationof all there is in
life wortn living. To this end a judicious selection of remedial agents
should unerringly be made when the
wheels of perfect health begin to run
slow, when the stomach grows weak,
when the liver feels sore, when the kidneys give pain, when natural functions
cause distress, and gloomy forebodings
wisest selection of a mouicine for connteraciingsuch evidencesof ill health
and restoringrobust strenf
of the

bod.

is

BE.

Gr

AND

LOW BOOK

this, and do not let
let vour
druggists sell you iu its place anything
of a different name, for the writer, who
was himself an invalid for vears,
knows this remedy to excel as a health
restorative all other preparations.

lon.Htreiietli.Praceof

Shoulder*
ness of L_ J
KBonr
lour ^Eructation*
Eructation*of
of^ntomBto:
>

J

'OUTER,

He Who Becomes a Treasurer
for Another is

sible for a Safe

of

Respon-

Return.

When you visit or leave Now York City,
How mnch more responsible Is he who
uve Bagaage Expresaageand Carriage Hire, and
stop at tbe Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand charge the health and life of a human

orer oi
be*
purifier nf the blood and rentorer
*
complaint* it ha* no equal. Wewarri
ft'.'tfSt:
Bold by all drugglrta. Take no otbsrs. If your d!
glut doe* not keep it, wo wilt *end one bottle and pro-pay expreu for tL or alx bottle* for IS.
at

c

DR FOOTE'1 Original
OLD EYES

of

treated us with at Sarakhs.
Flirts aro like fiddlers; no good without
great the beaux.— iroferloo Obravir.
monthful of bread and butter— the
/'Pat up" at the Gault House.
amount in his mouth slightly interferThe business man or touristwill find firsted with his articulation— but we made class accommodationsat the low prlue of |2
out that he meant to say it was almost and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicaas good as arriving at Dover. Of course go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
he meant to add that it was after hav- far-famed hotel Is locatedin the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
ing been a long time in tbe East away Elevator;all appointments first-class.
from England, but at that instant he
Hoi
torr & Gates, Proprietors.
had not a moment to spare, and left
Valuable and Convenient.
the sentence in its incompleteform as
Brown’s Bronchial Troches are a safe
here recorded.”— Lonc/on Daily News.
and sure remedy for Bronchitis,Coughs, and
other troubles of the Throat and Lungs.
There is said to be one lawyer in Sol<l only in lurxet. Price cents.
heaven. How he got there is not posiMensman’s Peptonized Beep Tonic, the
tively known, but it is conjecturedthat only preparationof beef containing its enhe passed himself off for an editor and tire nutritiousproperties. It contain! bloodneratlng,and life-sustaining
slinned in mnsusnected.When his

Mr.iMjjj’jjjg

PHIMOSIS new

.painloaa.Mfa.auie.
etc.

AMresi Dr, LB.

; can*e*

FOOTS, Boa Til, N* Y. CUjr.

DROPSY
TREATED FREE

DR. H. H.
A

R. U.

NEW EVIDENCE:

Addison. Pa., April 7, 1883.
I took a violentcold aud it settled on mr lunva. *o
much so that at time* I spit blood. ALLEN'H LUNG
BALSAM was recommended to me aa a good remedy.

“d "ft. HILEMAN.
Addison, Pa.. April. 1883.

GREEN,

Ha* treated Dropsy aud

i

„
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a

^
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AWARE
Climax

WZHJv

tfi

FRAZER

Ten day*’ treatment furnished free by mail.
Epilepsy fit* positivelycured.
If order trial,send 7 cenbin^tamiiMfl
piy postage.
(Vi done* Avenue, Xtianta,’Ga.
49* Mention this paper.

No.

C.U.U.

I* paper.
thn
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SHERMAN HALL & CO.,
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WRITINGI TO ADVERTISERS,,
VV please any you saw tho advertise-i^eni

wool.
No

Throat and Luna Diseases, we
arc particular to use nothingbut the best ingredients. NO OPIUM in any form enters Its composition.It Is to your interest to stand by the
old and tried remedy, ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM, and see that a bottle la always kept on
hand for immediate ase. READ THE FOLLOW

:

Specialistfor Eleven Years Past,

LADY NHUIIW
A6ENTS

all

1

t

HERVMSgfeTjgj^

day*.

per dar. Europe
remedies for

METHODS

RUPTORESfMiSEir1

m

has
being.

Central Depot: 600 elegantrooms fittednp at a

Restaurantsupplied with the Iwst. Horse cabs,
stage,andelevated railroad to all depots. Kami
Khorassan’s cook at lies can live better for less money at tho Grand
the many delicacies Ali Union than at any first-classhotel in the city.

L

Longa. PaiQU the )
tiie Kidney*, *nd n

in

Money

Mind*,

and Uodfly mm. ft pn>-

plication*with tho
It* comi
:etable
remedies,onmoat wonderful ancce,* ; uiienvoxel
_
rmptom* of dropsy
Ureiy harmles*.Remove* all symptoms
in eight to twenty
.
. . Cure* patientspronouncedhopeioMby the beat ox
phyalclaua.
IdllM
permanent From the flwt do** the lyraptomerapidlydJuppear, and In ton day* at lout two-thirdaof all symptom* arc removed.
...
Hpmr may cry humbug without knowing anything
lldoea not coat you anything
about it. Remember,
--------outfit
_
to reillft*the merit* of my treatment tot youraelt;
der Co, Cincinnati,
BuipenderCo
In teu day* the diflicul
pu'.n*regular, thn uri
their full duty, sleep la restor ----appetite'
nearly gone, the strength Increased,a
THAT
made good. 1 am constantly ctrime cue* of lonsr
mber of
standing
Lorillard’s
Plug tim
j a week.
,_jd
10
day*’
treatment;
direction*
aud
terms
Bend
for
bearing a red tin tag; that Lorillard'i
Rose Lenfilnocut;that LorlllanTs free. Give fuliliiatory of ease. Name sex. how long
afflicted,
how
badly
swollen
and
whore,
1*
bowel*
vy Clippings,and thnt Lorlllard'a riuufla.are
coBtive. have le/* bunted aud dripped water. Hend
l»*t and ohoiipest, quality considered ?
for free pamphlet, containingtestimonial*, qucitlono.

Best In the World. Get ths geaulue. Br-

Important.

Presents

to be
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our Subscribers :

i
6 Grand Farter Ornai.t Grand PiaaM. 1 Twraty-hot Steup Ball-Boat.1 Rob-XoyTlfUm-bol CaaM, 1 FoM-Oared
How-Boat, 1 Columbia Bicycle. 1 Pbwuu,,S Toe Bafitea.b Xtesaat Black Bilk Drwa FatUnu,J VlllartCarta. 5 Beat Blaa
" Srwlni Marblaei, I Raw Hllk FarterBalu, i Plaak Bilk Farter aalu.S 811m Dlatwr terrlen,!black Wajaut Marti*
Top Chamber Balt, 100 Bow HoUd Bllur Toa^oo*.<# » tho aot), I0J Solid Bllm Tabltapoo;..100 Solid Jilm.PgfRl
Spoon a, 100 S*ta £Um Fork,(6 u tho aot).100 Brt* SUrtr-FlatedDiSMT Knlru (• to tbt act), too Bllrer Bui ar Bhrlla,
lea Pilcher*,
1.000 PhoiopaphAlbami (tleaoh),1,000 Poct.tBllrerFrailBalm. 1.000 GeailraiMC,P*bt kolv*,,K Ooatlrmeu'.Gold Watcbo,. I) Ladlte Gold Watebw. 10 Boy*'Watch*,, S BoUlalraDiamond Flufer Rlapi, *,M0 Boamlr dt»
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Portfolioa,
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*,003
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any cough remedj
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Props.

Impartialimanner, k
and impartial

fall Hit of the

toron^lj.af^

m.'**
attack
this

bottles
of Brim.
unUiily, thi

properpes ^invaluable for indigestion,dyeprostration, and all forms of
general aeouiry; also, in all enfeebled,conditions, whether tho result of exhaustion,nerv- J.
ops prostration, over work, or acute disease,
particularly If resulting frpm pulmonary
complaints. . Caswell,Hazard .& Co., propriegold
tors, New Y

,

SwindlemtJt

Prosecute the

If when you eill for Hop Bitter*(at* orttn clutter
Of ttqpt on tka while label) the itruifgi»t hand* oat’any A tuff called 0. D. Warner** German Hop Bittern-

FIRST

AXLE GREASE.

get left.”

'V.4' .

“with a few bottles of Hop Bitten!
“ Will you let them sufferllir

Ottawa, HI.

sary Medical Association,Buffalo, N. Y.

.

THE

ImA

I

* * * Rupture, pilo tumor.*, fistulas,
and all diseases (except cancer) of the
lower bowel radica ly cured. Rook of particulars, two letter stamps. World's Dispen-

One man while munching a

“That poor invalidwife, Sister, Mother*.
“Or daughter!II!
“Can be made tho picture of health!

.

PATENTS

The plumber

used.

Remember

as rassi&M*

easier to keep on

no

become constant companions. Tho

WirANTKD-HOMEHTEADB in

read that it is en-

Mardan

afid

WARNER &
J.

I

“Eternal Vigilance Is the Price of Sifety.”
In an exchange

had beam

years; and has kept her and mjr
well and healthy with from two
bottles per year. There is
be sick at nil if these hitters aroJ, J. Berk. Ex- Supervisor.

alternatelydepressesor enlivens the
[00PV*iaMTt0,l

em-

Taking $25 is called a case of total
depravity.
aking one ham is called a case of
Taking
war on society.

six years since.
If hts also cured njy wife, who

In these degenerate days when ennni

the best conditions for living usething literally. On seeing these large ful and reasonably happy lives, are
flaps I have often thought that they within their own power, aud that they
must resemble the blacksmith’sleather are responsible for their fulfillment.It

Meshed, or

a

I

or a morbid craving

Rev.

Governor

beard

sick for
children
lODNEY
to three
CURE DYSPEPSIA, need to

PRESERVATION

•

LAW OF

is called a case of dis-

is called a

~

SELF

ruptiou.

Taking $500
binds legs and howls about ethics,
which goes to show that the medical bezzlement.
Taking $100
profession is as badly afflicted with
liumbuggery as .is theology.— Texas honesty.

1

!

ing

'

when

!

HOPS A MALT BITTERS COMPANY,

$1.00

much

!

DETROIT, MICH.

GENERAL

is so

!

When my

INDIGESTION,RHEUMATISM, AND ALL
URINARY TROUBLES. THEY N VI GORATE, NOURISH. STRENGTHEN AN D
QUIET THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.
AS A TONIC THEY HAVE NO EQUAL.
THEY ARE A RATIONAL CATHARTIC AND
A SUPERB ANTI-BILIOUS SPECIFIC.
CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED
BY PERSONS WHEN PURCHASING HOPS
AND MALT BITTERS. DO NOT GET THEM
CONFOUNDED WITH INFERIOR ARTICLES OF A SIMILAR NAME.. FOR SALE
BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS. SEE
THAT EVERY LABEL BEARS THE NAME

of pharmacology,after which his
FOB
Taking $100,000 is called a case of
one object in life seems to be to inflict
it, as a kind of mental porous plaster, shortage.
WITHOUT AN EQUAL.
Taking $50,000 is called a case of
on the reading public, through the melitigation.
Jk.
dium of the local press. There seems
Taking $25,000 is called a case of into be nothing in medical ethics against
H. H. WARNER & CO., Rochester,N. Y.
running an entire issue of a newspaper solvency.
Taking $10,000 is called a case of irwith that kind of a free cyclopean adMrs. R. C. HATTELLE. Waterloo.N. Y., suffered for
manyyesrsfrom severe stomach disorder. deprcMinn
vertisement of personal and profession- regularity.
of spirits, prostrationamt sleeplessness, but was reTaking $5,000 id called a case of stored to health by Warner'* TiPPXCANOI.TheBeat.
al egotism; yet when any other doctor
puts in a two-inch ad. that he is author- defalcation.
Taking $1,000 is called a case of eorFOR
ized by law to take human life, the en-

apron, which was the old standard of
Persia; if the bread is not made after
that model they have managed to produce an article very like it, not only in
size but in color and toughness at the
same time. We have had now nearlv
two months’ experienceof this material,
and it was a delight on coming here to
get at our breakfastthe first morning
bread that was made on a somewhat
later model than an old leather apron.
The chances of finding a change in this
detail of our daily life on reaching the
Indian camp had often been discussed
on the way, when we were hard at work
trying to masticate pieces of the leather
kind. One of our party said ho knew
Major Bind, the commissariat officer of
the other camp, and that he was not a
man likely to come away without the
means of baking good bread, but we
had been so long used to that Persian
kind that these assurances did not inspire much, hope. There had been
doubts, but thede were dispelled at our
first breakf st. Butter actually appeared on tbe table with the bread. I fear
for the moment we either forgot or
thought lightly of the splendid pillaus
in the breakfastprepared for us bv the

die

LIVER AND
j TROUBLES. THEY

genius.

The Bread of Persia.
“Persian bread,” writes our correspondent now in Afghanistan, “is a
very peculiarproduction; it is made in
large flaps, in some cases about a yard
long. If ever the Persians reach the
advanced state of morning newspapers
they might have them printed on their
bread, so that they could read the news
while they eat, and swallow every-

mv

but to no purpose. *
Morphine and other opiates!
“Had no effect!
After two months I was given up to*

CARA SAGRADA, ETC. THEY ARE NEVER
KNOWN TO FAIL IN ALL CASES OF

THE

This is a peculiarly singularfeature with the fragram e of orange blossoms.
Either in the town or suburbs you
of medical ethics-, when it is taken into
considerationthat otheiwiso there is no see the gates of many orange gardens
professionfonder of newspaper notori- invitinglyopen, and you will be poety. If a son of .diBCulapius does some litely invited to walk in and help yourline work in repairing a rickety liver, self to flowers and fruit. If you are a
or putting in order some other part of stranger the “cabeca” or head man of
the human anatomy that has become the garden will bring you a bunch of
unhinged, we have never perceived any lovely camelliasand a branch on which
wild, frenzied oppositionon the part of hang clusters of ripe oranges, and inthe doctor to having the fact mentioned vite you to be seated on a garden bench,
in Halteringterms in the local paper. for though it is the month of February
• There is nothing in that that interferes you can enjoy sitting out of doors.
with the therapeutic, chirurgical,sani- There you can watch the juVenile toiltary, analeptic, prophylactic, or any ers sorting tho fruit and dried leaves of
the Indian corn. The nicker can eat
other kind of medical ethics.
Again, it will be remembered that as many oranges as he pleases, and take
every once in a while -the doctors hold away every evening a bag or basket full
a kind of ecumenical council. We have of fruit that has fallen from the trees,
never observed any attempt to prevent which ho sells at thirty or forty for a
the press from publishingthe sickening penny.— Leisure Hours. .
details. Usuallv one of the doctors is
The Grade of Crimea.
deliveredof a long, salutiferous, balAn
exchange
thus classifies crimes of
samic kind of a pastoral address, full of
Latin names and less intelligible En- peculation :
Taking $1,000,000 is called a cose of
glish, about materia medica, or dietet-

Taking $50

"Which made me delirious!
“From agony Ml!
“It took three men to hold meonmp'
bed at times!
“The Doctors tried in vain to relieve

FROM

;

TippecanoE

Siftings.

t*

my bnin!

HOPS AND MALT BITTERS,

^
^

its

—Ktilney*.
"Extending to the end of my toes and

AKt YOU DISCOURAGED?

_

.

tire medical profession sits up on

r?*Jtme*n*i!Wi,
Team ago I woe attacked with the most
Intense and deathly pains In my back and

•

wife
neighbor tell what Hop Bittershad!
done for lur, she at once got and gave mo»
some; The first dose eased my biain and*
aeemed to go hunting through my system,
for tho pain.
The second dose eased me so'mnch that I alepfc.
two lionn, something I had not done for twwuionths. before 1 had nsed five bottles, I wa»
well snd at work as hsrd os any man conld, far
over three weeks : but I worked too hsrd for my
strength, snd taking a hard cold, 1 was taksia
with the most acuto snd painful rheumatism all
ALARMED AT YOUR CONDITION? IF through my system thst ever was known. ‘
“1 called the doctors again, and after several
SO, TAKE
weeks they left me s cripple on crutches for life,
i s they said. I met a friend and told him my
case, and he sold Hop Bitters had cored him ana
would care me. I poottSd at him, but he was so
THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.COM- earnest 1 was Induced to use them again.
POUNDED
THE WELL-KNOWN In less than four weeks I threw sway my
and went to work lightly and kept on
CURATIVES, HOPS, MALT, BUCHU. MAN crutches
using the bittersfor five weeks, until I beosmaDRAKE. DANDELION.SARSAPARILLA, CAS- as well as any man living,and have been so for

.'

'

M

Narrow Escape.

w*

sometimes exhibited in our public exhibitions. When w» gaze upon some of tho pe- E. Plnkhnm: "As is frequently tho cd'e with
culiar freak* Laino Nature occasionallyin- mo h rs who have reared large famiUea, I
dulges in, our minds revert back to the creahave been a great sufferer for years from
tion of man. “who Is so fearfully and wondercomplaints Incident to married Ufo. 1 have
fully made;” The mysteries of his nature
have been unraveled by Ur. H. V. Pierce, of tried the skill of a number of physicians,
llusalo, and through his knowledge of those
and the virtue of many medicines without
my -tor c-s he has been able to prepare his
“Golden Med cal Discovery,”which Is a relief, and as an ex perlmout I concluded to
specificfor all bool tain'.t, poisons and try yours. I can assure you that the benefits
humors, such as scrofula,pimple-, blotches, I have derived from it came not because of
eruption*, swellings, tumors, ulcors and
any faith 1 had in it, lor 1 had but sllglit hope
kindred a Sections. By druggists.
| of any permanentgood. 1 am not n
sooker
When Bulwar called his sweetheart n after notoriety, but iwanttoteUgout/ia!I have
poodle, he was evidently, a kind of puppy
Ixtn umultifulv UncflM by pour medicine. I
hlinaclf.
am now usinr my fourth bottle, and it would
.take tut little argument to persuade mo that
#600 Not Called For.
my health is /tdfy textured.I should like to
It seome strange that it is necessary to perwidely circulate the fact of Its wonderful cursuade men that ybu. can cure their disease*
ative
PhbbaC. Hoop.
by oner lug a premium to the rain who falls
to receive beuedt. And yet Ur. Bage undoubtedly cured thousands of cases of obstinate catarrh with hi* “catarrh Kemedy,”
HAS YOUR PHYSICIAN FAILED TO ARwho would never have applied to him, if it REST THE DISEASE FROM WHICH YOU
bud not Leon for bis oler of the above sum
ARE SUFFERING? ARE YOU LOSING
for an ineurablucase. Who Is tho next bidFAITH IN MEDICINES.AND GROWING
der for cuio or ash/ /

The Orange Groves of St. Michael’s.
Out in the Atlantic, over 1,200 miles
from
Land’s End and about GOO miles
those sawbones cut off the offending
member? For nothing in the world due west from Lisbon, lies the beautiexcept that he had put his business card ful island of St Michael’s, the largest
in a newspaper and paid for it. It is of the nine islands forming the .archicontrary to medical ethics for a Chica- pelago of tha Azores. It is beautiful The gcod dye young when they are premago doctor to advertise in a newspaper, in its varietv of mountain, lake, and ture.y gray.— -Vctf (AlcanaIHcayunt,
why there should be any more objec- valley scenery, In the rich verdure of
In this issue will bo found the advert'setion to a doctor putting his card in a its cultivated lands, its equable, mild mento the Farm, Field and Stockman.This
climate,
and
its
wonderful
thermal
newspaper than there is in tacking his
ournul has a very large circulation has been
professionalshingle on his office door, spring. The principal commerce of St. establishedover 8 years; it goes to tho homes
of tho test people: ab'yedltedand printed on
is more than we can comprehend with- Michael’s is the orange crop. The
fine paper. Read their announcement.
mode
of
picJHhg
and
packing
remains
I
out some operation having been previously performed on our journalistic unaltered since early davs. The city,
brain. We utterly fail to discoverwhy Ponta Delgada, the capital of the island,
it is more unprofessionalin a doctor to is set in the midst of orange gardens,
advertisein a newspaper than it is for and the air in the early mornings or
late in tha evenings comes laden to you
a lawyer or a banker to do so.

ics,

•mu.

powers.”

cal society amputating a member for
anv such trivialityas that.
Now for what does the reader suppose

.

m

lUnrrlaffcnml Health.

JLjnrwulwM.fteak.irf

Is

.

Pi?

award wiU bo

furnUhedmbtcribari free.

•to

coed for

th«*>

*b*»* premu.

ti
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Mayor’s Office, City of Hollakd, |
June 2, 1885.

Common Council:
I deem it my duty to announce to yon
in this formal manner, the death of exMayor John Roost. After a lingering
___ ess, dating
cause back to the
sickn
.....its first
. .....
* '
|ime when he represented us as a member.
Gentlemen of the

$12,000.00

___

he departed this life
, aged
on Sunday mprnioff last,
aged 61 years
and 7 months,
The foany relations in which he h&fl
tiood to this people, is a part of iu local
history. While in no way instrumental
in leading the masses of his countrymen
to this Western world, still after the r ar
rival and locating in these regions, his in
fluence and leadership have been manifest to such an extent that we owe it to
his memory, and to ourselves, that the
event of his death be entered upon the
records of yous proceedings.
I trust that in addition to the mark of
of till State Senate,

worth of Goods must be sold in

“UNHEARD OP BARGAINS”
In Dry Goods, Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, and Boots nnd Shoos.

respect already paid by you, in attending,
as a body, his funeral, you will give further expression to such sentiments, as will
perpetuate bis memory in our local annals.

Signed, Rokus
v‘

t

AacL Winter Suits

Ranters, Mayor.

POWDER

The following resolutions were adopted
message of the mayor:

In response to the

Ruofoedi by the

Common Council

of the

Ladiesjare invited to call and examine the stock of

ww

Winter Dress Goods,

New

Style Prints, 1 Dress Patterns.

competition with the multitude of low test, short

HIA.TS
TUTTSB

loss of a common friend, cans.
and of a man peculiarly endtwed with
linx him for
f<
the elementa fitting
a leader.
That in the various positions of honor
and of trust, which he has filled while
among us, he was always guided by what
to him aeemed to be for the best Interests
of the masses, and that daring bis entire
public career,covering a period of thirty
years, he has been true to the confidence
thus placed in him.
That especiallyduring the early years
Th« Qri.twt Keitel Triumph of tfcl Ago!
of the settlement of the Holland Colony
in general, and of this place in particular,
Of
his public spirit and devotion in promoting their material growth and prosperity,
Lom of appetite.Bowels costive, Pain la
are entitled to a fitting recognition at our
the heat, with a dall sensation In tho
hands.
back part. Pain nnder the shonlderblade. Fullness after eatlnz, with a disThat as a friend of the poor and downinclinationto exertion of body or mind.
trodden hU efforts were oonitsnttybent
Irritability of temper, Low splrlto, with
towards their relief and comfort;and to
a feeling of having aecleeted oomedaty,
alleviate in others the burdens of life was
Weariaess.Dlxxlneoo, Flattering at tho
Heart, Dota before the eye*, Headache
to him a constant source of enjoyment
ReotleMM with
ever the right eye. Reotleeouem,
Revived, Tlmt in this hour of their befiifnl dreams, Highly colored Urine, and
reavement,we extend our heartfelt aympathy to the mourning friends and relaTUTT’S PHX8 are especiallyadapted
tives of onr departed fellow citizen, and
to inch eases, one dose effect!anch a
change offeellngastoastonlshtheaufferer.
that we transmit to them a copy ot these
They Ineroate the Appottte^ndcooso the
resolutions.
By order of the Common Council.
George H. 8ipp, City CUrk.

we recognize the

OUlMIIE

-A.3ST3D

numbers will be sold at a great

In large

pills
SYMPTOMS

CJhJPS
sacrifice.

GET BEST BABGAI1TS
E. T. Karrin^rton.

EASILY

and

28 YEAITS IW UtE.

;

Greatly ReiucecL Prices.

of Clothes at

Absolutely Pure.

city of Holland, that in answer to the
message of the mayor, this evening preThis powder newer varies.A marvel of purity
sented, we feel it incumbentupon us to strengthand wholesomeness. More economics
man me
than
tee ordinary
ordinary kindi,
sinui, and cannot be
uo bwu
sold In
u.

echo the sentiments therein expressed.
That in the death of Hon. John Roost,

meet the obligations to creditors.

ordert to

_

Holland, Mich., Jan.

A

22,

1885,

TORPID LIVER.

Genuine Cyclone
is

An

Anmr

Wanted.

purify the blood, regulate the bowels, and
act directly on tbe diseased parts. Every
bottle guaranteed. For sale at 50c. a bottle by H. Walsh.
pictorial and literary features the

June Century is not behind recent issues
In timeliness and general interest.

(the frontispiece,engraved by T.

has rarely been printed in

TUTTS
HAIR
Ghat Hair
WHianma

den’s authoritative paper

,

\mmum

on uThe

LIVEi
_ _ _

I

relieveall bib
lonnrrmimos
Jon*
troubles.

for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im
movement on all other lamps
oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

Sir

was
Brown at Har-

Century McClellan’s Peninwas treated broadly by

E.

sular Campaign

sides.

Fitz John Porter, who gained great credit
for

his manner of fighting two-thirds of

the Confederate army with

a

little

Tbe maps in these papers are probably

Holland, April 22, 1885.

Frederiksen &
offer to sell to

12-1

Co.,

y

!

Frins & Zwanenburg

the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties

—

—

--

-

M

-

ft#

HEROLD,

SODA

We

BeatintheYforTcL

H. WYKHUYSEN,
- •
dealer in

1

command

a

high price. Wood and coal can be had cheap.

will help, financially, during the first years, the

building

and the paying of salaries to ministers.
BOOTS & SHOES of Churches
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
among which

mom

than half the namber, at Gaines’ Mill.

1883.

COME AND BEE ME.
PETER 11. WILMS.

DUTCH SETTLEMENT IN MINNESOTA

has just received a large stock of the latest
cities,
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

disasterio tbe Confederates at Beaver Dam

and by General

27,

Fair aeaiing and good goods.

«

In the June number specialevents like the

Hill;

Holland, May

*’

sonable.

HUNTLEY.

52-tf

Perry.”

H.

Office and Shop on Riuer street, gies. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Barrows, all
teat Farmers need except money, and that you
near the corner of Tenth street,
canmakebybnvingofmeasl will sell very rea-

*

perience in the engine-housewhen he

Gaine’s Mill are particolarlydescribed

Dealer in the leading class of agriculturalimple-

of Renville, Kandiyohi
ob " and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
Goods delivered free of charge, lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and MinneB. WYNHOFF.
apolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of catHolland,Jane 14, 1888.
tle, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
Splendid Bargain.
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Will sell dwelling house consisting of seven
& St. -Paul
railroad,
and only from 8 to 12 miles
rooms in good repslr,also outhouse of 14x28 feet, Milwaukee
— — —
-- -----at a bargain . Reason, too far away from my place
of business. Hoose and lot located on Ninth St., from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhayen, on the
between Pine and River streeta.
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
J. R. KLEYN.
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
thrive upon these
and compare favorably with any proise lands and
ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large

Or-

tbe next day

made and

Brackets, etc.,

JAS.

Shall we Help the Negro?” and

terrible battle

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
[ouldin
furnished.

have the agency in this city

hnlrftgiMfcloMjlif.Me.&.UDnaM»

John E. P. Dalngerfield describesbis ex-

on both

Hand Bailing, Sash

and complete line of

....

contributes his answer to the question,

the leading commanders

fall

ments, suen
menu,
such as engines,
Engines, Tnreeners,
Threshers, saw
Saw Mills,
Mins,
Min Wind Mills, ----Self-binding
Reapers,Mowers, Bug-

and the illustrationa,
by Kemble, are fall of character and
homer. Bishop Dudley, of Kentucky,

held as a hostage by "John

done on short notice.

always on hind.

Three

New

White Goods,

Beoue Healthy
to the lira

Johnson)

of

Planing and Be-sawing

CROCKERY

zwsaanumi

leans Exposition,’’

by General D.

and completed.

Stairs,
A

The Century.

ond paper, "In and Oat of the

at

all

Etc., in endless variety.

are mingled in Engene V. Smalley's sec-

Creek and the

Estimates given for

tee store of

Skirts, Hosiery,

Herschels.” Amusement and information

May

AND WOODEN PUMPS.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

or
*
Gloxst Black by a single applicationof
this Dtb. It imparts a natural color, acta
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,
sent bv expres* on receipt of ft.
Office, 44 Murray 8t.a New York*

other, full-pageportraits, of William,

In the

Celebrated Woollen Drive Wells!

Porcelain•lined, Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the diflerent kinds of pumpR.pIpe and Iron.

B. WYNHQFF, ished

John Accompany Professor Edwin S. Hol-

per's

WW

rinds of buildings, fin-

A finer

tbe father, and Caroline, the sister

uHow

WILDES
Manufacturerof

going on in the stock of

at

John Herachel

portrait than that of Sir

Two

H.

1885.

2,

Can any one bring ua a case of ividoey
or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters
will not speedily cure? We say they can
not, as thousandsof cases already permanently cured and who are daily recommending Electric Bitters, will prove. Bright’s
Disease, Diabetes,Weak Back, or any
urinary complaintquickly cured. They

In

F.

HUNTLEY,

Dry Goods & Groceries,

CONSTIPATION. ^

Holland, Jane

JAS.

lands free to all

are tbe celebrated

GROVER HAl SEWED

who

desire to look

them

over,

and

as

he

keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.

Hoeksema, pastor, MusKegon; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
maps ever published in this country, and
Holland; W. C. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. I.
striking pictures and portraitsaccompany
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
in profusion. General Imboden contribBlom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; O.
utes a striking anecdotal paper on "StoneSolid Gold and Plated Chains.
Repairing promptly and neatly Dok, butcher, Holland; Plaggemeryer Bros., Grand Rapids;
wall Jackson in the Shenandoah,” describdone
Ladies' and Gents’ Lockets,
all of whom have seen the land to their entire satisfaction,
ing the famous Valley campaign, which
had an important bearing on the withand have given us the permission to publish that they find
Silverware, Platedware,
drawal of McClellan to tbe James River.
CALL
AND
SEE
US.
the foregoing to be true, And consider these lands and tbe loJewelry and Clocks.
cation far preferable to any in Dakota, and they will give
The Secret of Wealth.
I also keep on hand a full line of
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
Broken down invalidsdo yon wish to
full information.

tbe most complete and satisfactorybattle-

G.

SHOICS.

gain flesh, to acquire an appetite, to enjoy
to obtain refreshing sleep, to feel and know that every
fibre and tissue of yonr system is being
braced up and renovated. If so com-

Spectacles!

coarse of GOLDEN
In one week you will
be convalescent. In a month you will be
well. Don’t despair because you have a
Fortify. the
the body
weak constitutien. Fortify

8ILVEBWABE

• regular nablt of body,

mence at once a
SEAL BITTERS.

the fluids

No
„ system
miccan ttkeboldof •
ayiten: thus

rmmA Tho

My

is

unsurpassedin

my

Holland, Mich., March

HEROLD.

this city.

1885
Rose

Lnf,

By applying

agent. First-cla&s return tickets from Chic&go», Milwaukee, and Orange City, to our lands, we sell for
_____________ v.
__ jursions will leave these places under
1your own management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon, Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dol
lars only. Go and judge for yourself Write or apply to

Fma Cut

Clippings

goods are fint-clau and are

FBEDERICK&EN &

•old at low pricea.

llvaw
liver, thm atAmanl

Omm

la

to us landseekers can procure cheaper tickets

than o? any ticket

18, 1884.

stock of

Particular attentionis called to the fact
that all

E.

aad

aee

CO.,

PRINS & ZWj

ay Stock. Watches

For information, apply to Isaac Marsilje and John
Post, Esq., at Holland, SL^aryelink at tiraafechap,or to S.
15-3m
j, Grand Rapids.

NINTH BTREET, OPPOSITE FIBIT CHURCH.
H. WYKHUTBRN.
Holla in, Mich., Oct. M, 1882.
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